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Lessons from the Crisis

Jean Tirole

This chapter aims to contribute to the debate on fi nancial sys-
tem reform. In the fi rst part I describe what I perceive to be a 
massive regulatory failure, a breakdown that goes all the way 
from regulatory fundamentals to prudential implementation. Al-
though there has been some truly shocking behavior in the world 
of fi nance, the universal denunciation of “fi nancial madness” is 
pointless. Managers and employees in the fi nancial industry, like 
all economic agents, react to the information and incentives with 
which they are presented. Bad incentives and bad information 
generate bad behavior. Accordingly, this chapter starts by listing 
the principal factors that led to the crisis. Although many excel-
lent and detailed diagnoses are now available,1 the fi rst section 

1 A particularly readable one is the interesting compendium of contributions 
by NYU economists edited by Acharya and Richardson (2009). More concise 
and very useful treatments include the introductory chapter of that book as well 
as Hellwig (2009).

Of course, this review is bound to become dated with respect to rapidly chang-
ing events, new proposals, and meetings of one sort or another. For example, this 
chapter was completed before the December 2009 Basel club of regulators’ pro-
posal of a new solvency and liquidity regime that would deemphasize banks’ in-
ternal models of risk assessment, force them to hoard enough liquidity to with-
stand a 30-day freeze in credit markets and to reduce their maturity mismatch, 
and prohibit those banks with capital close to the minimum required from dis-
tributing dividends. The chapter was also completed before President Obama’s 
January 21, 2010, announcement of (among other things) his desire to ban retail 
banks from engaging in propriety trading (running their own trading desks and 
owning, investing, or sponsoring hedge funds and private equity groups). More 
generally, Part I makes no attempt at providing an exhaustive account of the crisis 
or of the various reform proposals that followed it.

I think it fair to say, however, that the underlying policy issues and fundamen-
tal tensions, as discussed in the second part of my chapter and in the rest of the 
book, will not change so quickly. For example, a G20 meeting or two is not going 
to remove the problem of maturity mismatches or solve the problem of the expo-
sure of the regulated sphere to the unregulated.
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refl ects my own interpretation and is therefore key to understand-
ing the policy conclusions I present later.

Many policy makers have forgotten that effective regulation is 
needed for healthy competition in fi nancial markets, that eco-
nomic agents should be held accountable for their actions, and 
that institutions and incentives should lead to a convergence of 
private and public interests. Although recent events do offer an 
opportunity for a thorough overhaul of international fi nancial 
regulation, it is important to strike a balance, showing appro-
priate political resolve while avoiding the danger of politically 
motivated reforms in a highly technical domain. The second part 
of this chapter discusses some implications of recent events for 
fi nancial-sector regulation.

Part I: What Happened?

The crisis, originating in the U.S. home loans market, quickly 
spread to other markets, sectors, and countries. The hasty sale of 
assets at fi re-sale prices, a hitherto unprecedented aversion to risk, 
and the freezing of interbank, bond, and derivatives markets re-
vealed a shortage of high-quality collateral. Starting on August 9, 
2007, when the Federal Reserve (Fed) and the European Cen-
tral Bank (ECB) fi rst intervened in response to the collapse of the 
inter bank market, public intervention reached un precedented 
levels. Few anticipated on that day that many similar interven-
tions would follow, that authorities in various countries would 
have to bail out entire sectors of the banking system, that the bail-
out of some of the very largest investment banks, a major inter-
national insurance company, and two huge government-sponsored 
companies guaranteeing mortgage loans would cost the American 
taxpayer hundreds of billions of dollars. A little more than a year 
later, in the autumn of 2008, the American government had al-
ready committed 50 percent of U.S. GDP to its remedial efforts.2 

2 In mid-November 2008, Bloomberg estimated that $7,400 billion, an amount 
equal to 50 percent of U.S. GDP, had been guaranteed, lent, or spent by the Fed, 
the U.S. Treasury, and other federal agencies. On September 2, 2009, the Federal 
Reserve had $2,107 billion in various assets (including mortgage-backed securi-
ties, commercial paper loans, and direct loans to AIG and banks), the Treasury 
$248.8 billion in Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) investments in banks 
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Equally unforeseen was that American and European govern-
ments would fi nd themselves lending signifi cant sums directly to 
industrial companies to save them from bankruptcy.

Although the crisis has macroeconomic consequences in terms 
of an immediate and severe recession and of a sharp increase in 
public debt,3 this chapter is concerned with fi nancial regulation. 
Policy makers and economists must have a clear understanding 
of what happened in order to suggest ways out of the crisis, and 
especially to propose reforms that will fend off future crises of a 
similar nature. The proper application of standard economics 
would in some areas have surely allowed us to steer clear of many 
obvious errors; and yet the crisis provides us with prima facie 
evidence on how regulations are designed and evaded, and scope 
for new thinking about our fi nancial system.

The recent fi nancial crisis will quickly become a central case 
study for university courses on information and incentives. The 
losses on the American subprime mortgage market,4 although 
signifi cant, were very small relative to the world economy and by 
themselves could not account for the ensuing “subprime crisis.” 
In other words, the subprime market meltdown was just a deto-
nator for what followed, namely a sequence of incentives and 
market failures exacerbated by bad news. At each stage in the 
chain of risk transfers, asymmetric information between contract-
ing parties hampered proper market functioning.

Nonetheless, market failures related to asymmetric informa-
tion are a permanent feature of fi nancial markets, so the crisis 
cannot be explained simply in terms of market failures. Two other 
factors played a critical role. First, a blend of inappropriate and 
poorly implemented regulation, mainly in the United States but 
also in Europe, gave individual actors incentives to take sizable 

and AIG, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) $386 billion in 
bank debt guarantees and loss-share agreements (source: Wall Street Journal Eu-
rope edition).

3 Budget defi cits have reached levels unprecedented in peacetime; the steep rise 
in indebtedness of Western governments will limit room for maneuver in the me-
dium term. Sovereign debt crises might even emerge in member countries of the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), a contin-
gency that was rather remote before the crisis.

4 Around $1,000 billion, or only 4 percent of the market capitalization of the 
New York Stock Exchange at the end of 2006 ($25,000 billion), according to 
the November 2008 estimates of the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
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risks, with a major portion of these risks ultimately borne by 
taxpayers and investors. Second, market and regulatory failures 
would never have had such an impact if excess liquidity had not 
encouraged risk-taking behavior.

A Political Resolution to Favor Real Estate

The U.S. administration, Congress, and other offi cials, including 
some at the Fed, were eager to promote the acquisition of homes 
by households.5 In addition to the incentive for purchasing a 
home provided by the long-standing and generous tax deduct-
ibility of interest paid on mortgages, households were encour-
aged to lever up their debt in order to acquire homes.6 Consumer 
protection was weak, to say the least. Many subprime borrowers 
were given low “teaser” rates for two or three years, with rates 
skyrocketing thereafter. They were told that real estate prices 
would continue to increase and therefore they would be able to 
refi nance their mortgages. Similarly, mortgages indexed to mar-
ket interest rates (adjustable-rate mortgages, ARMs), which raise 
obvious concerns about borrowers’ ability to make larger pay-
ments when interest rates rise, were promoted in times of low 
interest rates.7 Alan Greenspan himself called for an increase in 
the proportion of ARMs.8

5 Fortunately, this was not the case in the euro area, where the ECB followed 
a more stringent monetary policy and authorities in a number of countries did 
not encourage subprime loans. Of course, loose monetary policy is only a con-
tributing factor, as can be seen from the examples of Australia and Great Britain, 
two countries where the mortgage market boomed in spite of relatively normal 
interest rates.

6 There are several very good outlines of the excesses linked to the housing 
market—see, for example, Calomiris (2008), Shiller (2009), and Tett (2009).

7 France has for the most part been spared this phenomenon. French banks 
have traditionally lent to solvent households, a practice reinforced by law (the 
Cour de Cassation ruled against a fi nancial institution that had failed in its duty 
of care by granting a loan incommensurate with the borrower’s present or future 
capacity to repay). Variable-rate loans have always played a relatively minor role 
in France (24 percent of outstanding loans in 2007), and completely fl exible 
loans, where neither interest rates nor monthly payments are capped, have al-
ways had a very small market share (less than 10 percent). Adjustable-rate mort-
gages are, by contrast, very popular in Spain, the United Kingdom, and Greece.

8 According to USA Today (February 23, 2004), “While borrowers can refi -
nance fi xed-rate mortgages, Greenspan said homeowners were paying as much as 
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Finally, public policy encouraged institutions to lend to sub-
prime borrowers through several channels. Fannie Mae and Fred-
die Mac were pushed to increase the size of their balance sheets. 
And loose regulatory treatment of securitization and mortgage-
backed securities helped make mortgage claims more liquid.

In response to these policy and social trends, subprime lending 
changed in nature. Before the fi rst decade of the twenty-fi rst cen-
tury, lenders would carefully assess whether subprime borrowers 
were likely to repay their loans. By contrast, recent subprime 
lending involved an explosion of loans without documentation. 
For instance, lenders were able to base their calculations on 
claimed, rather than actual, income. We will return to these de-
velopments.

Not surprisingly, U.S. homeownership rose over the period 
1997–2005 for all regions and for all age, racial, and income 
groups. The fraction of owner-occupied homes increased by 11.5 
percent over this period. Housing prices moved up nine years in 
a row, and across the entire United States.9

The rise was particularly spectacular for low-income groups. 
Correspondingly, real estate price indexes in the lowest price tier 
showed the biggest increases until 2006 and the biggest drop 
afterward.

Excessive Liquidity, the Savings Glut, 
and the Housing Bubble

Crises usually fi nd their origin in the lack of discipline that pre-
vails in good times. Macroeconomic factors provided a favor-
able context for fi nancial institutions to take full advantage of 
the breaches created by market and regulatory failure. In addi-
tion to the political support for real estate ownership, there are 
several reasons why the origin of the crisis was located in the 
United States:

0.5 to 1.2 percentage points for that right and the protection against a potential 
rate rise, which could increase annual after-tax payments by several thousand 
dollars. He said a Fed study suggested many homeowners could have saved tens 
of thousands of dollars in the last decade if they had ARMs.” Adjustable-rate 
mortgages made up 28 percent of mortgages in January 2004 in the United States.

9 These data are taken from Shiller (2009, 5, 36).
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a savings glut—expanding the set of borrowers 
and reducing margins on conforming loans

A strength of the U.S. fi nancial system is that it creates large 
numbers of tradable securities, that is, stores of value that can 
easily be acquired and sold by investors trying to adapt to the 
lack of synchronicity between cash receipts and cash needs. The 
large volume of securities in the United States was attractive to 
investors in other countries seeking new investment opportuni-
ties and unable to fi nd suffi cient amounts of stores of value at 
home. Surpluses in the sovereign wealth funds of oil-producing 
and Asian states and the foreign-exchange reserves of countries, 
such as China, that were enjoying export-led growth built on 
an undervalued currency, tended to gravitate to the United States. 
This cash infl ow reduced the available volume of stores of value 
within the United States, and the net increase in the demand for 
securities stimulated an accelerated securitization of debt so as 
to create new stores of value that were greatly in demand.10 Thus, 
the international savings glut contributed to the increase in secu-
ritization that will be described shortly.

Abundant liquidity in the United States led fi nancial institu-
tions to search for new borrowers. They extended their activity 
in the segment of “nonconforming” or “subprime” loans, that 
is, loans that do not conform to the high lending standards used 
by the federal-government-backed Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 
But the enhanced competition associated with excess liquidity 
also eroded margins made on loans to safer borrowers. This im-
plied that the losses incurred on subprime loans could not be 
offset by high margins on more traditional lending.

loose monetary policy

The very low short- and long-term interest rates that prevailed 
for several years in the early 2000s (for instance, a negative Fed 
funds real rate from October 2002 through April 2005) made 

10 This argument was developed in particular by Caballero, Farhi, and Gou-
rinchas (2008a, 2008b). Ben Bernanke has often pointed to the excess of inter-
national savings as the cause of excess liquidity in the U.S. economy before the 
subprime mortgage crisis.
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borrowing extremely cheap. Low short-term rates sow the seeds 
of a potential crisis through multiple channels:

First, they lower the overall cost of capital and thereby encour-
age leverage.

Second, they make short-term borrowing relatively cheap com-
pared to long-term borrowing, and therefore encourage 
maturity mismatches. Low short-term rates thus make for 
bigger and less liquid balance sheets.

Third, low short-term rates signal the central bank’s willing-
ness to sustain such rates, and therefore suggest that, were a 
crisis to come, the central bank would lower rates and facili-
tate refi nancing, making illiquid balance sheets less costly for 
fi nancial institutions.

asset price bubble

The crisis has revived the debate over the proper attitude of 
monetary authorities to an asset market-price boom. The stance 
of central banks in general, and of Alan Greenspan in particular, 
has been that their remit is limited to infl ation and growth, and 
does not include the stabilization of asset prices, at least insofar 
as these do not form an infl ationary threat. Ben Bernanke, for 
instance, argued in a series of infl uential articles11 that (a) it is 
usually hard to identify a bubble,12 and (b) bursting a bubble may 
well trigger a recession.13 An auxiliary debate has focused on 
how authorities should burst a bubble, assuming they have iden-
tifi ed one and are willing to risk a recession. It is by no means 
clear that monetary policy, which controls only short-term rates, 
is the appropriate instrument. Regulation (by controlling the fl ow 
of credit to the bubble market) and fi scal policy (by issuing pub-

11 See, for example, Bernanke (2000).
12 To take a recent example, one can ask whether the extensive implicit sub-

sidy of mortgages (through fi scal policy, through the government’s implicit back-
ing of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and through very low minimum capital re-
quirements for liquidity support granted to vehicles resulting from securitization) 
did not infl ate the perception of mortgage “fundamentals.” Ben Bernanke himself 
in 2005 viewed the unprecedented housing price levels as refl ecting strong eco-
nomic fundamentals rather than a bubble (Tett 2009, 122).

13 See, e.g., Farhi and Tirole (2010) for a theoretical treatment of the impact 
of asset price bubbles and their crashes on economic activity.
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lic debt and raising interest rates) seem to have a better chance of 
terminating a bubble.

The alternative14 to bursting a bubble lies in the government 
accumulating reserves in advance of such a breakdown. When a 
bubble ends abruptly, losses are suffered both in the fi nancial and 
real sectors of the economy, and countercyclical policy becomes 
necessary. For countercyclical policy to have suffi cient room for 
maneuver, however, governments must have followed conserva-
tive fi scal policies during the upswing of the cycle, so as to be 
able to effectively counter the downswing.

In the debate on the opportunity to stabilize asset prices, it is 
also important to remember that not only does the extent of the 
bubble need to be identifi ed, but also who is involved in it. The 
dotcom bubble at the end of the 1990s created only a very mod-
erate recession when it burst in 2001 because the securities were 
held mainly by individual households. By contrast, in the recent 
crisis, heavy losses have been suffered by a broad range of lever-
aged fi nancial intermediaries, creating widespread problems of 
liquidity and of solvency.

Robert Shiller, an early and strong proponent of the view that 
the real estate market exhibited a bubble, has proposed that the 
short-selling of real estate be made easier, to facilitate stabilizing 
speculation by those who realize that a bubble is under way.

ominous signals

The unfolding of the crisis is now well known. Macroeconomic 
developments led to the stagnation of house prices in 2006; 
prices in overheated housing markets such as Florida and Cali-
fornia stalled; the Fed, which had decreased short-term interest 
rates from 2000 through 2004 (the Fed funds rate15 went from 
6.50 percent in May 2000 to 1 percent, until June 30, 2004, when 
it started moving up again), started raising them again (the Fed 
funds rate was 5.25 percent in September 2007).

In 2006–2007, Chicago Mercantile Exchange housing futures 
markets predicted large declines in home prices as market par-
ticipants started worrying about defaults by subprime borrowers. 

14 Proposed by Ricardo Caballero in particular.
15 This is the rate at which banks lend available funds (reserves at the Fed) to 

each other overnight.
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It was feared that many households whose variable loans were 
about to reset at higher interest rates would not be able to afford 
the new terms as stagnating prices made refi nancing impossible. 
Others would go into “strategic default” and not repay their 
loans when they would go into negative equity (with mortgage 
balances larger than the total value of their homes).

Although the concerns were very real, it was hard to put clear 
fi gures on the magnitude of likely losses. The lag between the 
signing of a contract and the transition to a higher variable rate, 
as well as traditional lags associated with downward movements 
in the housing market, created a real fi nancial time bomb. Fur-
thermore, the cost of borrower default for lenders (including ad-
ministrative costs, the physical deterioration of vacated homes, 
taxes, unpaid insurance, realtors’ commissions, and falling hous-
ing prices) is highly sensitive to the rate of decline in housing 
prices and other macroeconomic developments. For example, 
J. P. Morgan estimated in January 2008 that for a decrease of 
15 percent in house prices the losses arising from the default of 
an average “Alt-A adjustable-rate mortgage”16 taken out in 
2006 would be around 45 percent.17 Another reason why losses 
are diffi cult to forecast is uncertainty about public policy, as the 
rate of unrecovered debt also depends on the level of government 
assistance.18

16 Alt-A mortgages have a risk profi le between “prime” and “subprime” loans. 
For example, the borrower has never defaulted, but the borrowing involves a 
high level of debt and quite possibly incomplete documentation of fi nancial 
standing.

17 Cited by Calomiris (2008, 23).
18 The FDIC proposed subsidizing a revision of loan conditions, temporarily 

reducing the rate of interest to be paid by the borrower, and possibly extending 
the loan term beyond the standard thirty years. Under current law, it is by contrast 
much more diffi cult to reduce the principal repayable by the borrower because 
no such renegotiation can be done without the endorsement of those holding 
the debt collateralized by the mortgage loan during the process of securitization. 
The FDIC proposed that the government should underwrite the losses suffered 
by lenders provided, among other conditions, that the renegotiation resulted in 
the borrowers’ not spending more than 31 percent of their income on mortgage 
payments.
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Excessive Securitization

Although lenders had traditionally retained the bulk of their 
loans on their own balance sheets, more recently the underlying 
assets (the repayment of interest and principal on mortgages) 
were transferred to fi nancial intermediaries, or off-balance-sheet 
“structured investment vehicles” or “conduits.” These intermedi-
ate structures were fi nanced mostly through short-term borrow-
ing (say, through commercial paper with an average maturity of 
about one month). A key innovation was the use of “tranching,” 
as the revenues attached to these structures were divided into 
different risk classes to suit the needs of different investors. For 
example, some investors, for risk management or for regulatory 
reasons, have a high demand for safe AAA securities.19 Others 
do not mind taking on more risk.

The rate of securitization of housing loans grew from 30 per-
cent in 1995 to 80 percent in 2006. More tellingly, in the case of 
the subprime loans the securitized proportion went from 46 per-
cent in 2001 to 81 percent in 2006.

Securitization is a long-established practice, with clear ratio-
nales:

First, it allows loan providers to refi nance themselves. With the 
resulting cash, they can then fi nance other activities in the 
economy—securitization therefore transforms “dead capi-
tal” into “live capital,” to use De Soto’s (2000) terminology.

Second, when stores of value are in scarce net supply in the 
economy, the creation of new securities fulfi lls a demand; 
this incentive to create new securities in reaction to the sav-
ings glut, as we have argued, played a role in the recent in-
crease in securitization.

Finally, in those cases where risks are heavily concentrated, 
securitization also allows lenders to diversify and spread 
risk.

Securitization however, shifts responsibility away from the lender, 
whose incentive to control the quality of its lending is reduced if 

19 For detailed accounts of the securitization process, see, e.g., Franke and 
Krahnen (2008), Brunnermeier (2009), and Tett (2009).
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it will not suffer the consequences.20 The lender may make mar-
ginal loans and then divest itself via securitization, without the 
buyers being able to detect the lack of due diligence. In fact, the 
rate of default on housing loans of broadly similar characteristics, 
but differentiated by whether they can easily be securitized or 
not, can increase by 20 percent according to some estimates when 
securitization is an option.21

This fundamental tension between the creation of liquid assets 
and incentives to monitor loan quality has two corollaries. First, 
the lender should not completely disengage itself and should re-
tain part of the risk, as is done, for instance, by insurance com-
panies when they transfer part of their risk to reinsurers. Second, 
securitization should be linked to certifi cation, a process obliga-
tory for gaining market access and found in other institutions (for 
example, initial public offerings). Certifi cation should involve a 
rigorous scrutiny on the part of buyers and rating agencies.

These two principles have not always been followed in the 
recent crisis. First, the practice of securitization took off at a 
point when loans became riskier and therefore highly susceptible 
to informational asymmetries, whereas theory and good practice 
would dictate that banks should then retain a greater propor-
tion. Lending banks, contrary to tradition, divested themselves 
of junior (risky) tranches, sometimes in response to the require-
ments of the prevailing regulatory framework.22 A number of 
institutions (such as AIG, UBS, Merrill Lynch, and Citigroup) 
started sitting on a vast position of the so-called super-senior debt, 
which they either held directly or insured.

Second, buyers of these securitized loans made their purchases 
without paying much attention to their quality. Presumably, the 
fact that the loans were not retained by the original lender should 
have given the buyers a hint of the likely quality of these loans. 
But buyers had little incentive to monitor the quality of what 

20 Incentive effects and the dangers of securitization have been extensively dis-
cussed in the economic literature; see, e.g., Dewatripont and Tirole (1994).

21 See Keys et al. (forthcoming).
22 For example, for commercial banks, prudential rules require that 8 percent 

of assets (weighted by risk) be covered by equity. For triple A tranches, risk is 
estimated at merely 20 percent, so only 1.6 cents of equity capital is required for 
each dollar of such assets.
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they were buying, in part because favorable credit ratings trans-
late into low capital requirements. Because leverage is the key to 
profi tability, not to mention (for fi nanciers who are heavily ego-
driven) the prospect of being at the top of league tables,23 any 
risk that buyers were taking by buying these securitized assets 
was compensated by an opportunity to increase the size of their 
balance sheets.

Some readers may say that banks, on the whole, kept substan-
tial exposure to the vehicles that they had created. But as we 
shall see later, they pledged large amounts of liquidity support in 
case the vehicles had trouble refi nancing on the wholesale mar-
kets. But that risk was primarily macroeconomic in nature, while 
the incentives to monitor loans should have been preserved by 
keeping more of the microeconomic risk!

The Laxity of Credit-Rating Agencies

Credit-rating agencies are once again under fi re.24 In their de-
fense, a foreshortened historical perspective has hindered proper 
appreciation of the risks linked with newly introduced instru-
ments such as collateralized debt obligation (CDO) tranches or 
credit-default swaps. Furthermore, the weakness of the macro-
economic treatment in the agencies’ models and the departure of 
personnel lured by clients contributed to poor risk assessment. 
Yet the failure of rating agencies to fulfi ll their duties is obvious.

A number of incentive misalignments have repeatedly been 
pointed out by critics:

•  The agencies provided preliminary evaluations (prerating 
assessments) that allowed lenders to form an idea of what 
their eventual rating would be, harming transparency.25

23 League tables rank the leaders in various areas of banking.
24 Credit-rating agencies have been criticized before, for instance after the sov-

ereign debt crises of the 1990s and after the bursting of the Internet bubble, both 
of which they failed to foresee. They reacted very slowly to the problems of Enron, 
WorldCom, and other companies that failed in 2001.

25 Such services were requested by lenders, which also did not hesitate to en-
gage in “ratings shopping” for the most favorable rating. Calomiris (2008) notes 
that Congress, as well as the Securities and Exchange Commission, encouraged 
ratings infl ation.
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•  In addition, the agencies explained to issuers how they 
should structure their tranches to barely secure a given rat-
ing, say AAA. Even if laxity had been absent, this one prac-
tice implied that an AAA tranche carried a probability of 
default higher than that of AAA securities that had not been 
the subject of such advice. The activity of credit-rating 
agencies in explaining how the threshold might be mini-
mally passed rendered the composition of such tranches 
marginal rather than average.

•  The incentives faced by rating agencies seem to have been 
somewhat perverse, with the commissions paid to agencies 
being proportional to the value of the issue, therefore gen-
erating pressure toward overrating.26 Rating agencies 
would normally balance the gains from being easy on is-
suers against a loss of reputation which would reduce the 
credibility of their ratings among investors and therefore 
make agencies less attractive to issuers in the future.

•  The desire to please investment banks providing an impor-
tant percentage of their turnover (structured fi nance prod-
ucts represented a fraction of close to half of the rating 
agencies’ revenue at the end of the boom) no doubt had a 
bad infl uence.

•  Finally, the ratings market is very concentrated. There are 
only three large agencies, and two of them (Moody’s and 
Standard and Poor’s) share 80 percent of the market. Where 
a dual rating is required, these agencies fi nd themselves in 
a quasi-monopoly situation.

An Excessive Maturity Transformation

a gigantic maturity mismatch . . .

One essential feature of banking intermediation has always 
been maturity transformation. The banking system as a whole 
transforms short-term borrowing from depositors into long-term 

26 In June 2008, the three top rating agencies signed a pact with New York’s 
attorney general. Under the old fee system, the agencies had a fi nancial incentive 
to assign high ratings because they received fees only if a deal was completed; 
under the new agreement, by contrast, the rating agencies receive payments for 
service even if a deal is not completed (source: Reuters).
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loans to fi rms. As has long been recognized, this maturity trans-
formation creates hazards for the fi nancial sector. If short-term 
borrowing is not rolled over, then the banks’ liquidity dries up, 
and the banking system fi nds itself in trouble. This is especially 
the case if the bank’s creditors panic and seek to withdraw their 
deposits for fear that the bank might become insolvent. Such 
panics have now practically vanished for small depositors cov-
ered by deposit insurance, but they remain an issue in wholesale 
fi nance. Moreover, even if there is no panic, a rise in the short-
term interest rate has immediate repercussions for the cost of 
funds for the fi nancial institution, upsetting its balance sheet.27

Recently a number of fi nancial intermediaries—banks and 
nonbanks—have taken substantial risks by borrowing at very 
short maturities in wholesale markets (Fed funds market, com-
mercial paper). This strategy is very profi table when the rate of 
interest is low, but it exposes the fi nancial institution to a rise 
in the interest rate. The leading commercial-bank illustration of 
this risk is Northern Rock, whose collapse proved to be very 
costly for the British taxpayer. The details of this banking panic 
have been discussed at length in newspapers28 (for the fi rst time 
since the 19th century a British bank suffered a run on its retail 
deposits), but the more fundamental problem was Northern 
Rock’s loss of access to wholesale markets. Three-quarters of 
Northern Rock deposits were secured wholesale, primarily on 
very short-term conditions.

As already noted, transformation (borrowing short and lend-
ing long) is a traditional feature of banking activity. More and 
more institutions, however, took a gamble on the yield curve, 

27 A case in point is that of SIVs, which were fi nanced almost entirely with 
short-term liabilities and in early August 2007 saw their fi nancing costs explode 
as the interest rate on asset-backed commercial paper (i.e., liabilities between one 
day and six months collateralized by assets) moved from 5–10 basis points above 
the American overnight borrowing rate to 100 basis points (Tett 2009, 182).

28 Deposit insurance in the United Kingdom was at the time poorly structured. 
Only £2,000 per person was completely covered by this insurance, the next 
£33,000 being guaranteed up to 90 percent. This partial insurance provided an 
incentive to run, even for depositors with very little savings in the bank. By com-
parison, deposit insurance in the United States was temporarily raised from the 
standard $100,000 to $250,000 until December 2009; deposits are fully insured 
up to €70,000 in France.
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betting on short-term rates remaining low and access to whole-
sale markets remaining easy. Several observations support this 
view.29

•  Commercial banks pledged substantial liquidity support to 
the conduits, promising to supply liquidity in case the con-
duits had trouble fi nding funds in the wholesale market. 
According to Acharya and Schnabl (2009), the ten largest 
conduit administrators (mainly commercial banks) had a 
ratio of asset-backed commercial paper to equity ranging 
from 32.1 percent to 336.6 percent in January 2007. See 
the accompanying table, drawn from Acharya and Schnabl’s 
chapter. These liquidity support pledges represented an 
 elementary form of regulatory evasion. Such off-balance-
sheet commitments carried much lower capital require-
ments than would have been the case had the liabilities 
been on the balance sheets.

•  The increase in the market share of investment banks me-
chanically increased the fi nancial sector’s interest-rate fra-
gility, as investment banks rely on repo and commercial-
paper funding much more than commercial banks do.

•  Primary dealers increased their overnight to term borrow-
ing ratio.

• Leveraged buyouts have become more leveraged.
•  Investment banks explained to their clients how to make 

high returns through derivative products that bet on falling 
interest rates.30

Five large investment banks,31 lacking liquidity, either went bank-
rupt or merged with commercial banks, with the support of the 
U.S. government. Lehman Brothers was the biggest default in the 
history of the United States ($613 billion of debt, $639 billion of 
assets). In September 2008, Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs 

29 For more details on increased transformation, see Adrian and Shin (2008).
30 See Tett (2009, 36).
31 A merchant bank (also called an investment bank) has two main activities: 

(1) portfolio management (shares, debentures, etc.), and (2) market making and 
acting as a counterparty in over-the-counter (OTC) trading. Unlike commercial 
(retail) banks, investment banks do not take retail deposits and therefore are not 
subject to standard banking regulation.
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became bank holding companies. Merrill Lynch was bought by 
Bank of America, and Bear Stearns by JPMorgan Chase. Accord-
ingly, all are now regulated by the Fed. Before then, the solvency 
and liquidity of investment banks had been subject to supervision 
by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) since 2004, 
on a voluntary basis. The SEC had assigned the task of supervis-
ing investment banks (with $4,000 billion in assets) to just seven 
employees! Furthermore, the concern shown by these supervisors 
had been simply ignored.32

Thanks to the stability of their insured retail deposits, Ameri-
can commercial banks were initially slightly better able to with-
stand the crisis, even though various bankruptcies and the fra-
gility of giants such as Citi and Bank of America remind us that 
retail banks also took gigantic risks and were highly dependant 
on wholesale short-term funding.33

. . . that puts monetary authorities in a bind

The generalization of risk taking through high levels of trans-
formation puts monetary authorities in a diffi cult position. Either 
they do not react when interest rates rise again (risking the bot-
tom falling out of the fi nancial system), or they yield and main-
tain interest rates at an artifi cially low level and indirectly bail 
out institutions that have taken excessive risks. Monetary author-
ities found themselves trapped by generalized transformation 
and, sure enough, the Fed funds rate fell from 5.25 percent on 
September 18, 2007, to 0 percent on December 16, 2008.

Farhi and Tirole (2009) show that keeping interest rates low 
has several costs beyond validating past excessive transformation:

First, as we have seen, loose monetary policy encourages insti-
tutions to persist with the same bad behavior, paving the way 
for the next crisis, through two channels: low short-term 
rates (1) make a short liability maturity structure appealing 
to fi nancial institutions, and (2) boost fi nancial institutions’ 
leverage by lowering their overall cost of capital.

32 See Labaton (2008). 
33 For a comparison of capital positions of retail and investment banks at the 

onset of the crisis, see Blundell-Wignall and Atkinson (2008).
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Second, loose monetary policy distorts interest rates away from 
their natural level, discouraging savings; loose monetary 
policy may also distort relative prices and create infl ation.

Third, a loose monetary policy transfers resources from lend-
ers to borrowers; in particular, the recent episode has seen a 
sizable transfer from consumers to institutions through this 
channel, which is much less visible than ordinary (fi scal) 
bailouts.

To be clear—the central banks could not let institutions with 
excessive transformation go under by raising interest rates. They 
were “stuck.” My point is that during the boom they should 
have prevented the emergence of this “fait accompli.” Preventive 
measures were called for, as ex post toughness is neither desir-
able (despite the costs of leniency) nor credible. The solution in 
my view lies with monitoring transformation not only at the 
institution’s level, but also overall. It is important that multiple 
“strategic” fi nancial institutions do not simultaneously encoun-
ter refi nancing problems, as was the case in the crisis.

Let us conclude this section with two remarks about maturity 
transformation and the sensitivity of balance sheets to interest-
rate movements. First, maturity transformation is a natural way 
for fi nancial institutions to correlate their risks (in this instance 
by betting on low interest rates), but it is by no means the only 
way. For example, before the crisis many fi nancial institutions 
were simultaneously trying to increase their exposure to the sub-
prime market to boost their returns.34 While that market is itself 
infl uenced by the interest rate, it has other drivers, and so was 
another source of correlated distress.

Second, many observers35 extol the merits of a “market solu-
tion” to the problem of insuring deposits in the banking sector. 
The idea is that the fees paid by the banks for deposit insurance 

34 E.g., Tett (2009, 124). Tett (p. 102) points at another, unexpected source of 
correlation: the use of the same statistical techniques (Li’s Gaussian copula ap-
proach), the miscalibration of which introduced correlated errors. The common 
assumption that housing markets would remain relatively uncorrelated in the 
United States is a well-known mistake inducing correlation of positions.

35 Basing their analysis on the pioneering work of Calomiris and Kahn (1991) 
and Diamond and Rajan (2001).
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do not refl ect the actual situation faced by the bank, and hence 
the anticipated cost of the guarantee. One should rather, the ar-
gument goes, index depositor insurance on the rates prevailing 
in the market for wholesale deposits, provided they were given a 
priority and a maturity date equivalent to that of retail deposits. 
The idea is seductive: the bank’s borrowing rates on the whole-
sale market refl ect the concern of sophisticated agents regarding 
the risk incurred by the creditors of the bank, including by small 
depositors. That Northern Rock and many other fi nancial insti-
tutions were no longer able to refi nance in the wholesale market 
under appropriate conditions demonstrates the limits of this strat-
egy, however. First, signifi cant resort to the wholesale market36 
increases transformation and exposes the bank to an increase in 
interest rates or a freeze in the interbank market. Second, index-
ing depositor insurance to the rates prevailing in the wholesale 
market exacerbates the funding diffi culties when conditions de-
teriorate: a rise in insurance premiums when the bank becomes 
less solvent amplifi es its losses and leads into a vicious circle.37 
Market solutions to the pricing of deposit insurance increase the 
sensitivity of balance sheets to the institution’s ability to raise 
funds in the wholesale market.

Poor Risk Appraisal and the Evasion of Regulatory Capital 
Adequacy Requirements

Regulated fi nancial institutions (commercial banks, insurance 
companies, pension funds, broker-dealers) are subject to require-
ments regarding the minimum level of their capital or equity. 
With regard to commercial banks, while the exact nature of reg-
ulation depends on the country and epoch (the account that fol-
lows is therefore of necessity broad-brush, and so I will stress the 

36 The importance of such resort underlies the integrity of the measurement of 
risk on the part of noninsured creditors. Were uninsured depositors required to 
take on only a small fraction of the risk, sweet deals would emerge allowing the 
bank to pay low rates on deposit insurance.

37 See Dewatripont and Tirole (1994). For this reason some partisans of the 
market approach suggest using the information revealed by wholesale interest 
rates a bank has to pay purely as a signal that regulators should intervene and 
require the bank to downsize.
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philosophy of regulation rather than its details), the Basel ac-
cords set a number of general principles. The idea is to maintain 
a cushion, the bank’s capital, meant to allow it to absorb losses 
with a high probability, and so to protect depositors or the de-
positors’ insurer, the deposit insurance fund. The Basel I accords 
(1988) defi ned two components of capital:

“Level 1” capital, the most important, including the issue of 
equity and retained earnings.

“Level 2” capital, comprising long-term (more than fi ve-year) 
debt, hybrid capital—for example, preferred stock,38 and 
some reserves.39

In a way, this hierarchy (and the exclusion of short-term debt) 
refl ects the permanence of the bank’s liabilities or, put differently, 
the pressure to disgorge cash. Although the accords focus on 
solvency, liquidity concerns are implicit in the defi nition of capi-
tal requirements, albeit in a very rough way. The ideal liability 
in this pecking order is equity, which is permanent and does not 
command an automatic dividend, followed by preferred stocks 
(which really are debt instruments, whose coupons can be de-
ferred), and long-term debt.

Supervisors in charge of fi nancial regulation have a complex 
task. First, balance sheets of fi nancial institutions change rapidly, 
certainly much faster than that of industrial companies with lim-
ited involvement in fi nancial markets. Second, fi nancial techniques 
and instruments are subject to much innovation, some of which 
is designed to keep regulators in the dark. Third, regulators have 
limited means for oversight at their disposal and they compete for 
talented staff with much wealthier regulated institutions, funds, 

38 Preferred shares combine properties of both stocks and bonds. Like bonds, 
they specify a fi xed payment and do give control to the borrower in normal 
times. Like shares, they involve fl exibility in the terms of payment, and thus exert 
less pressure on the liquidity of the borrower than ordinary debt; the borrower 
can in effect delay payment (the borrower is unable to pay dividends on ordinary 
shares if payment on preferred shares is delayed—the priority of the latter is in 
effect with respect to ordinary shares).

39 The minimum capital is 4 percent of assets (weighted by risk) for level 1, 
and a total of 8 percent for level 1 plus level 2 (the level 2 capital cannot exceed 
the level 1 capital for the purposes of calculating statutory capital). National regu-
lators can demand higher ratios.
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or rating agencies. Fourth, their independence is only partial: for 
instance, the favorable treatment of mortgage risk was a response 
to demands made by American politicians.

Fifth, competition with other regulators, or with an absence of 
regulation, also complicates the regulators’ job. Regulated insti-
tutions compete with unregulated ones in some market segments. 
For example, in the 1990s commercial banks successfully lobbied 
regulators to undervalue risk on their trading book, on the (cor-
rect) grounds that they were subject to competition in trading 
activities from unregulated institutions. This lobbying resulted in 
exceedingly low capital requirements on trading risk. Accord-
ingly, capital requirements for the trading book are currently 
being revised upward.

Regulated institutions also take advantage of competition 
among regulators to be the “most accommodating.”40 Regula-
tory competition has always existed at the international level, 
because institutions can choose in which country their head of-
fi ce is registered. But there is also competition among regulators 
in the same country. In the United States, Countrywide Financial 
changed its regulator in the spring of 2007 to escape regulation 
it considered too constraining. The institution was welcomed 
with open arms by the Offi ce of Thrift Supervision (OTS), whose 
budget depended on payments made by the institutions it regu-
lated. The OTS traditionally regulated savings banks and real 
estate lenders. Those banks heavily involved in housing loans 
could therefore choose to be regulated by the OTS, which was 
well known for its lenient approach to the supervision of mort-
gage risk. Countrywide Financial soon got into diffi culties and, 
on the brink of collapse, was bought by the Bank of America, 
while three other large banks supervised by the OTS (Washing-
ton Mutual, IndyMac Bankcorp, and Downey S&L Association) 
were taken under the wing of the U.S. government.41

40 It is not always in a bank’s interest to be regulated too lightly, however, since 
this might cause it to lose credibility. The bank therefore has to reach a compro-
mise between leveraging its equity (as tolerated by its supervisor) and its credibil-
ity in the marketplace. Empirically, though, the demand for “light-touch” regula-
tion often seems to win out.

41 For more details, see Appelbaum and Nakashima (2008a).
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Financial institutions have exploited imperfections in regula-
tory measurement of risk to underestimate42 their capital require-
ments, hence increasing their return on equity. For example,

1.  As we have seen, banks pledged off-balance-sheet liquidity 
support to conduits, which involved very low capital re-
quirements (10 percent of what would have been required, 
had the assets remained on the balance sheet). Citibank, 
Bank of America, and other banks all issued liquidity op-
tions that were a variant of lines of credit transferred off 
the balance sheet, allowing CDOs to use “liquidity puts” to 
make up for the shortfall in liquidity if they (generally fi -
nanced by short-term debt) were no longer able to place 
their commercial paper. For instance, Citi bank ended up 
with an exposure (to which it gave little publicity) of $25 
billion to CDOs that it had initiated.43

2.  Banks covered some of their risk by buying insurance from 
credit enhancers (the monolines) that were themselves un-
dercapitalized.

3.  Banks rescued conduits they had no duty to rescue. Bear 
Stearns, for example, went far beyond its legal obligations 
by bailing out some funds it had no obligation to rescue. It 
is clear that Bear Stearns was not tightly regulated; but 
more generally, banks could be led to bail out fi nancial in-
struments they had created, even if they were not obliged to 
do so and without any capital contribution for the corre-
sponding “reputation risk.”

4.  The transition to new procedural rules (Basel II) had been 
anticipated since 2004. An important aspect of the revision 

42 A case in point is Lehman Brothers, which a few days before bankruptcy 
boasted a Tier 1 capital ratio of 11 percent (recall that the regulatory require-
ment is 4 percent).

43 The conduits involved super-senior notes (the more senior part of the capital 
structure), which were supposed to be completely safe and were routinely as-
signed AAA ratings. Unlike unregulated investment banks, such as Bear Stearns, 
Lehman Brothers, and Morgan Stanley, which had substantial super-senior ex-
posures on their balance sheets, Citi, a retail bank, was constrained by leverage 
ceilings and therefore moved the risk off its balance sheet. See Tett (2009, 135–
136, 205).
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to the regulatory framework is that the weight allocated to 
mortgage lending was reduced from 50 percent to 35 per-
cent. That meant that the capital requirement of banks 
was reduced by 30 percent in this sector of activity. This 
probably reinforced the already strong interest in anything 
related to housing mortgages.

5.  Finally, for all the previously stated caveats about the diffi -
culty of their job, regulators showed themselves to be slack. 
They not only lacked information about the risks attached 
to the new products but also let themselves be lobbied by the 
industry; see, for example, the aptly titled chapter “Danc-
ing around Regulators” in Tett (2009) for a history of the 
debate on the regulation of derivatives. For more on this 
topic, see chapter 3 in this volume.

The Procyclical Nature of Regulation

Capital requirements are in principle invariant through the cycle. 
For a commercial bank, one dollar of capital has to be set off 
against 12.5 dollars of assets weighted according to risk, no mat-
ter what the state of the economy might be. Yet, fi nancial inter-
mediaries are induced to build up their assets rapidly in good 
periods and to reduce them in periods of recession. Mark-to-
market accounting—or more generally fair value accounting—
mandates that fi nancial intermediaries recognize the apprecia-
tion or depreciation of their assets when the market value is 
directly available, or reconstitute prices through related assets’ 
market prices, when available.44

Faced with a decrease in the price of their assets in a down-
turn, fi nancial intermediaries must respond to a shortage of cap-
ital by

reestablishing their equity by issuing new equity to individuals 
or institutions with some fi nancial “muscle”;45

44 They must also in principle refl ect the deterioration in the solvency of the 
counterparties, itself very closely related to the economic cycle.

45 Examples ranged from Warren Buffet to sovereign funds, Bank of America 
(which is now in fi nancial straits, but at the time acquired Countrywide Finan-
cial, the largest mortgage lender in the United States, and Merrill Lynch), BNP-
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or reducing the size of their balance sheet by reselling assets;
or reducing the size of their balance sheet by stopping lending.

The fi rst of these alternatives has been heavily used. But this 
solution has its limits. First, investors with fi nancial muscle may 
prefer to wait until share prices fall even further to make acquisi-
tions. Also, investors could well be reluctant to buy shares in a 
business that may have many skeletons in its closet. In addition, 
deep pockets are limited during diffi cult periods. Finally, some 
investors, such as sovereign funds, who had stepped in to rescue 
distressed institutions, had been burned by losses and became 
reluctant to commit further funds. Overall, in September 2008, 
only 72 percent of American banks’ losses had been made good 
by injections of new capital.

The second alternative involves offl oading assets. Assets may 
have to be sold at fi re-sale prices, however, when many institu-
tions subject to capital requirements sell off assets at the same 
time. Some, like Ben Bernanke and Hank Paulson when prepar-
ing the Paulson Plan in September 2008, even argued that assets 
were selling below their fundamental value, suggesting that some 
asset markets were characterized by a “negative bubble.”

Private and Public Liquidity

inadequate and poorly redispatched 
private-sector liquidity

Industrial companies and fi nancial institutions both rely on 
access to cash to fi nance investment or current expenditures. For 
this purpose, they need liquid assets—that is, assets that can be 
quickly sold without incurring major losses. Across the economy 
as a whole, “private-sector liquidity” or “inside liquidity” comes 
from previously issued securities (bonds, shares, etc.) that can be 
quickly sold by their holders as needed at low transaction cost.

How much liquidity is effectively available also depends on 
whether it is effi ciently redispatched. The future is uncertain for 
both business enterprises and fi nancial institutions, and not only 
at the macroeconomic level: some economic agents will turn out 

Paribas, BBVA, HSBC, and Santander in Europe, and Japanese fi rms that made 
foreign acquisitions worth $71 billion between January and November 2008.
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to have important cash requirements while others will have a 
surplus of cash. Liquidity must therefore be well reallocated. 
This process of reallocation in practice takes place in a number 
of ways:

ex post, in an unprogrammed way through borrowings in the 
money market and securitization or sale of assets;

or, alternatively, ex ante, through advance agreements specify-
ing reallocations of liquidity, such as a line of credit granted 
to an enterprise by a fi nancial intermediary (guaranteeing 
the enterprise an option of access to new borrowing), or with 
an insurance contract, such as a credit-default swap (CDS).46

The crisis exhibited not only an overall shortage of liquidity 
but also a limited reallocation of liquidity from cash-rich to cash-
poor institutions.

First, the liquidity of mortgage-backed securities shrank mark-
edly when the risk of default was recognized. It is important to 
note that it is not bad news itself that creates a lack of liquidity 
but rather the amplifi cation of the informational asymmetries 
created by bad news (otherwise, prices will simply fall without 
having an impact on the liquidity of securities). As has been out-
lined very clearly by Bengt Holmström (2008), safe assets are 
very liquid because potential buyers know their value. As soon 
as bad news casts doubt on the real value of an asset, potential 
purchasers begin to ask questions and adverse selection (worries 
that the other side to the transaction could be more knowledge-
able than oneself about the true value of the asset) begins to freeze 
up markets.47 Put differently, owners of such assets are exposed 
to a “double whammy”: not only does the asset price fall but also 
the market is marred by adverse selection and becomes illiquid 
(selling the asset may involve substantial discounts relative to 
even the reduced value that the seller attached to the asset).

Second, doubt about the value of assets transforms into doubt 
about the soundness of the institutions holding them. In the re-
cent crisis, those economic agents that had excess liquidity be-

46 A CDS is a fi nancial instrument insuring the buyer against default on a given 
piece of debt. The buyer pays a stream of fees in exchange for the insurance.

47 The market becomes a “market for lemons.” Since Akerlof’s pioneering 
work in 1970 such markets have been extensively studied.
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come reluctant to lend it to those that needed cash. In particular, 
the interbank market froze up.48 The loss of confi dence in the 
accuracy of ratings of securitized portfolios; the questioning of 
the liquidity of (former) investment banks, hedge funds, bond 
insurers, insurance companies, leveraged buyouts, and even com-
mercial banks; and more generally a signifi cant lack of informa-
tion on the size of the losses taken by counterparties, directly or 
indirectly—all of this meant that no one had any confi dence in 
anyone else anymore.

Take the example of the credit derivatives market. It notion-
ally totaled $62,000 billion in September 2008, when the fi nan-
cial markets became most concerned about systemic risk. This 
number is of course highly misleading, as it represents the gross 
value of securities against which contracts had been written. 
Much of this can be netted across banks. But the uncertainty 
about the net amounts and their structure (the matrix of cross-
exposures) suffi ces to scare the markets. As Caballero and Simsek 
(2009) emphasize, the task of knowing not only whether one’s 
counterparties are solvent but also whether one’s counterparties’ 
counterparties are, their counterparties are, and so on, becomes 
daunting in times of generalized distress.

A case in point is AIG. At the point when it was salvaged by 
the U.S. government,49 the insurer AIG had sold banks and other 
investors $441 billion of protection on fi xed-income securities 
through credit-default swaps, creating considerable risks for 
banks linked to AIG.50 AIG had promised to post collateral to 

48 An indication of this situation is given by the TED spread, the difference 
between the three-month LIBOR rate (the London Interbank Offered Rate for 
noncollateralized interbank borrowing) and the rate of treasury bills over the 
same term. On October 15, 2008, this difference was 4.2 percent, compared to 
0.2 percent at the beginning of 2007.

49 AIG was rescued two days after Lehman was allowed to go under. The Fed’s 
immediate action was to lend $85 billion in exchange for a 79.9 percent stake in 
AIG (i.e., nationalizing it).

50 AIG had a core business of traditional insurance that was quite healthy; but 
this core activity was progressively overshadowed by the institution’s activities 
in derivatives markets. AIG was judged “too risky to fail,” or rather “too inter-
connected to fail,” and, as discussed in the previous footnote, on September 16, 
2008, it received emergency support from the Fed—a line of credit with a two-
year maturity period—of $85 billion. By November 10, 2008, the total amount 
of support advanced by the Fed and the U.S. Treasury was $150 billion.
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back up the contingent liability it acquired by insuring super-
senior CDO debt; but by and large AIG failed to abide by its 
obligation.51 One can only imagine what would have happened 
if a few days after the Lehman episode AIG had defaulted.

When doubts arise about the solvency of some player in an 
opaque network of mutual exposures, even borrowers who are 
by themselves quite sound become suspect. Such distrust, or ad-
verse selection, is an amplifi cation factor: markets lock up and 
agents possessing funds for investment place them only short 
term and only with extremely safe borrowers (the so-called fl ight 
to quality). The obvious recipient of funds in a fl ight to quality is 
the U.S. government. Indeed, just after the Lehman and AIG 
events, sovereign wealth funds, which had previously invested 
in the shares of Western banks and lost a great deal of money, 
placed a good part of their $2–3 trillion in U.S. Treasury bonds.52 
Similarly, private equity fi rms were sitting on $450 billion avail-
able for investment. Overall, Treasury bonds and central bank 
deposits became extremely attractive. This hoarding was further 
encouraged by the central banks’ policy of paying interest on 
deposits.53

In sum, the freezing up of interbank markets hampers the re-
allocation of liquidity and amplifi es the problems arising from a 
shortage of aggregate liquidity.

public provision of liquidity

Economic theory stresses the necessity for the state to boost 
industrial and fi nancial sectors during periods of liquidity short-
age.54 “Outside liquidity” is created through the government’s 
injection of funds into the economy, especially in times of reces-
sion. This involves bailing out economic agents, using forbear-
ance in the implementation of capital requirements, following 

51 Tett (2009, 237).
52 Sovereign funds underwrote some 60 percent of recapitalizations in the sec-

ond half of 2007 and only 7 percent during the fi rst half of 2008 (International 
Monetary Fund 2008).

53 For example, on September 28, 2008, banks had €102.8 billion deposited 
with the ECB.

54 This is an old theme, dating back at least to Keynes and Hicks. For micro-
foundations, see, e.g., Holmström and Tirole (1998).
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countercyclical monetary policy, providing deposit insurance 
and unemployment payments not indexed over the cycle, imple-
menting countercyclical fi scal policy, and so on. Outside liquid-
ity comes from the government’s unique ability to pledge current 
and future generations of households’ money through regalian 
taxation power. All of these practices share an explicit or implicit 
transfer of resources from households to industrial and (more 
often) fi nancial sectors in periods of recession. But they also share 
the unintended consequence of bailing out those who have taken 
big risks.55

Since August 2007, European and American central banks 
have repeatedly injected liquidity into their economies. They have 
relaxed their collateral quality requirements (accepting even sub-
prime paper) and have extended the range of actors they could 
lend to and the maturity of lending.56 Nominal interest rates have 
converged on zero. The U.S. real estate market received support 
through the extension of loan limits by the Federal Housing Ad-
ministration and the extension of mortgage ceilings by Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac. They have rescued or helped both fi nan-
cial institutions and industrial companies.57 With all the caveats 
given earlier and additional ones relative to moral hazard, the 
injection of liquidity appears to have been opportune.

55 This view is held by, among others, Shiller (2009, chapter 5).
56 For example, in the United States through the Term Auction Facility (de-

pository institutions), the Primary Dealer Credit Facility, and a host of other fa-
cilities (the Asset-Backed Commercial Paper Money Market Mutual Fund (ABCP 
MMMF) Liquidity Facility, the Commercial Paper Funding Facility, the Money 
Market Investor Funding Facility, and the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan 
Facility).

57 One remarkable development was the proposal made by the U.S. Treasury 
at the beginning of October 2008 to authorize the Fed to repurchase short-term 
noncollateralized debt issued by fi rms, an action that is neither part of the re-
sponsibilities nor a domain of expertise of a central bank. The prospect of direct 
subsidies to fi rms refl ected growing alarm about the contraction of credit to 
fi rms, which has been more severe than that traditionally observed when the capi-
talization of the banking system is degraded. Meanwhile, the freeze in the bond 
market (which primarily affects large enterprises, which have by far the best ac-
cess to that market) implied that even the best fi rms had diffi culty refi nancing. 
Although it is easy to understand this reaction, to see the Fed become the “buyer 
of last resort” and bypass the intermediaries is disquieting.
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principles for bailouts

The bailout of banks in most countries in the world raises ques-
tions as to how the state should proceed. Every choice of bailout 
policy involves trade-offs.

There are simple rules governing the recapitalization of an 
institution by the state: fi rst, the state has to be compensated 
whenever feasible. Second, the institution has to be placed under 
greater supervision. Finally, when the institution is verging on 
failure, shareholders should receive nothing. There are three rea-
sons for this last rule: fi rst, the value of shares in the alternative 
(i.e., collapse) is equal to zero; nothing should be given to man-
agers and shareholders who had brought about losses for credi-
tors as well as third parties (employees, the state). Second, public 
fi nances, already stretched in ordinary times, are particularly so 
during crises. Gifts to shareholders amount to a useless waste of 
ammunition.58 Finally, this approach gives directors an incentive 
to come forward and negotiate with the government before it is 
too late.

Another issue concerns the form of state participation. Several 
nonexclusive alternatives can be envisaged:

Temporary nationalization. This approach was adopted by the 
Scandinavian countries when their entire banking system 
was on the verge of collapse in the early 1990s. The Scandi-

58 The treatment of creditors is much more diffi cult. The expropriation of 
short-term creditors speeds up the expectation of a lack of liquidity on the part 
of institutions in diffi culty. Without wishing to automatically guarantee all de-
posits (which is what a number of European countries did in October 2008), one 
must acknowledge that unfavorable treatment of these creditors will only exac-
erbate the crisis. But the sole expropriation of long-term creditors is far from 
ideal, either, because if expected, it forces banks to have very short-term liabili-
ties, creating liquidity problems. Finally, it is clear that extending guarantees to 
wholesale debt instruments creates moral hazard, as creditors, short- or long-
term, no longer pay attention to the solvency of the institution; it might therefore 
only hold if supervisory scrutiny is rigorous and capital requirements strictly 
enforced, making the absence of market monitoring less costly (although some 
would argue that market monitoring and regulation are complementary). On the 
relationship between regulation and fi nancial market monitoring, see, e.g., Faure-
Grimaud’s (2002) analysis of the regulation of network industries.
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navian approach was to take the banks under the wing of 
the state, recapitalize them,59 attempt to run them on essen-
tially commercial lines so as to minimize the fi nal cost to 
the taxpayer, and then resell their assets as soon as possible 
in the form of an initial public offering or a negotiated sale. 
This approach allows the state to supervise and control risk, 
but creates a managerial problem, as government represen-
tatives usually do not have the knowledge or the proper 
incentives to run the business (they also have to be able to 
resist political pressure seeking to make use of a national-
ized bank for industrial policy, pork barrel, and so forth).

Participation by taking up preferred (nonvoting) stocks and 
warrants.60 This approach61 has the benefi t of leaving man-
agement in private hands, which presumably are more fa-
miliar with techniques and risks and less susceptible to po-
litical pressure. By contrast, there is a real danger that private 
shareholders might gamble if the capitalization is inadequate, 
since this strategy allows them to benefi t from the “upside.” 
The existence of an option (defi ned by the warrants) to 
convert preferred stocks into shares reduces incentives for 
shareholders to take such risks, since if the institution be-
comes profi table again, they will be able to share in the gains 
by exercising their options. But it does not entirely eliminate 
shareholders’ incentives to gamble for resurrection.

Separating toxic assets (“bad bank”) from healthy assets (“good 
bank”), and the retention of the latter within the institution 
and transfer of the former to a defeasance structure. This 
approach is a variant of the option of temporary national-
ization, which shares the defects of this option: weak incen-
tives for those administering the defeasance structure (and

59 At no small cost. The recapitalization of Nordbanken in Sweden, for ex-
ample, cost about 3 percent of GDP.

60 This was, for example, what Warren Buffet did in restoring Goldman Sachs 
to solvency.

61 There are many variants of this approach. For example, in the proposed sale 
of Wachovia to Citigroup in September 2008, the latter agreed to absorb up to 
$42 billion of losses on $312 billion of loans, the FDIC taking on the residual 
risk in exchange for warrants and preferred shares. In October 2008, however, 
Wachovia was taken over by Wells Fargo without FDIC involvement.
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their personal interest in shifting all responsibility to previ-
ous management teams), and transfer at low prices to other 
fi nancial intermediaries.62 But it does allow the balance sheet 
to be cleaned up and it eliminates incentives to gamble for 
resurrection.63

The optimal—or, I should say, least bad—approach depends 
on circumstances. If a bank defaults on payments and has to be 
rescued overnight, the simplest solution is for the government to 
buy shares in the bank, amounting to temporary nationalization. 
The bank’s directors are replaced and the value of the shares com-
pletely wiped out. As we have seen, this has many advantages, 
including giving both directors and shareholders an incentive to 
approach the government about to their diffi culties before it be-
comes too late.

To get banks to come to authorities—and for the latter to 
 intervene—before things get really bad, the government can, for 
example, take up preferred shares and warrants.64 Management 
teams can then be retained if their performance is decent, avoid-
ing the appointment of new managers lacking in experience and 
knowledge of the fi nancial institution. Making resort to the state 
an attractive option for banks that are in diffi culty, however, con-
fronts the stigma problem. Because institutions also rely on mar-
kets for their funding, they are usually very reluctant to be in-
volved with the state in a visible way, thereby signaling fragility. 
Stigmatization is a familiar phenomenon, as it also makes banks 
reluctant to use the discount window, emerging countries to seek 

62 Because the corresponding assets are mostly illiquid, it is diffi cult in retro-
spect to prove that such a transfer involved negligence, or corruption in extreme 
cases.

63 A variant of this course of action is the provision of a guarantee for a limited 
assortment of toxic assets. For example, the purchase by J. P. Morgan of Bear 
 Stearns for more or less nothing when it was close to failure in March 2008 was 
made on condition that a $30 billion line of credit be granted by the New York 
Fed. J. P. Morgan assumed responsibility for the fi rst $1 billion of Bear Stearns 
losses, the Fed taking on $29 billion of doubtful debt.

64 Recapitalization will of course be required by the banking regulator. We 
should also note that fi nancial institutions would wish to maintain their inde-
pendence and would have a tendency to resist actions taken by the government. 
They will therefore advocate equity participation by the government without 
right of control, such as mezzanine debt or nonvoting preferred shares.
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lines of credit from the International Monetary Fund (the IMF’s 
contingent credit lines, introduced in 1999, were never used; the 
facility was allowed to expire in 2003 on its scheduled sunset 
date), and fi nancial institutions eager to quickly reimburse their 
Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) loans.65

The Japanese experience demonstrates the extent of the stigma 
problem. In November 1997, unable to suppress the crisis by pur-
chasing toxic securities, the Japanese government made available 
up to $124 billion in mezzanine debt to undercapitalized banks. 
Those who took advantage of this, ultimately under government 
pressure, were among the healthiest, and they borrowed only 
$17 billion. The state offered an additional $71 billion in 1999, 
this time in a mixture of mezzanine debt and preferred shares, 
with the option to convert these into ordinary shares.66

loan guarantees in interbank or monetary markets

The guarantee of interbank borrowing eliminates distrust in 
lending between banks and so stimulates the market. The policy 
of guaranteeing interbank lending does have its limits, however.

First, it provides no reassurance to markets concerning the 
solvency of borrowing institutions. As a consequence, this insur-
ance has to be extended to other providers of liquidity to banks 
in the money market if it is to have a signifi cant impact.

This leads into the second point, involving the purpose of such 
a measure: an interbank loan underwritten by state guarantee is 
in effect a loan from the state to the borrowing bank (whether 
fees are levied on this state guarantee or not). All the benefi t of 
interbank borrowing (the mutual scrutiny of banking institu-
tions) vanishes. For example, the interbank market would be 
able to lend large sums to a distressed bank at a rate equal to the 
market rate if the banking supervisor were not to act quickly and 
prevent it.

Of course, the state can levy an actuarially fair insurance pre-
mium, and does so in practice. Such premiums accentuate the 

65 Of course, this is not the only reason for the recent rush to reimburse TARP 
support, as the support is linked to increased supervision and public attention, as 
well as extra constraints (including on compensation).

66 For an account of stigma and bailout policies in Japan, see Hoshi and 
Kashyap (2008).
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phenomenon of adverse selection, however: only banks in genu-
ine diffi culty will be prepared to borrow at the corresponding 
interest rate (premium included), increasing risks and thus the 
actuarial premium that banks have to pay for insurance, and so 
forth. This well-known phenomenon is the reason that, more 
generally, credit markets clear through rationing, and not through 
the interest rate.

The Fuzzy Frontier between Regulated and Unregulated 
Spheres, Plus a Lethal Mix of Public and Private

taxpayer involvement without adequate supervision 
and protection

The classic form of intervention in a fi nancial crisis involves 
the bailout of retail banking establishments or other institutions 
within the regulated sphere (insurance companies, pension funds). 
The large mutual exposures between the regulated sector and very 
lightly regulated or unregulated institutions (investment banks, 
hedge funds, private equity, and so on) have completely blurred 
the picture in this respect. In the recent crisis, authorities rescued 
or contemplated rescuing entities that lay outside the regulated 
sphere by injecting capital, by repurchasing shares, or, more sim-
ply, by keeping interest rates low. In a nutshell, institutions from 
the unregulated sphere had access to taxpayers’ money without 
having to subject themselves to prudential regulation and with-
out having to contribute to deposit insurance funds. They had 
their cake and ate it too.

This fuzziness is illustrated by the debate over the refusal of 
American authorities to rescue Lehman Brothers. American tax-
payers’ money had earlier been used to save another large mer-
chant bank, Bear Stearns. Letting Lehman go under had tremen-
dous consequences for the fi nancial markets and was generally 
considered a mistake. But it illustrates well the dilemma: looking 
at the situation (ex post), American authorities had little choice 
but to rescue large interconnected institutions—which they did, 
except in Lehman’s case.

Interestingly, even in the Lehman case, many money market 
funds and other institutions had purchased debt issued by Leh-
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man Brothers in the months before its collapse because they were 
convinced that the U.S. government would rescue Lehman; this 
demonstrates how widely involved taxpayer money was pre-
sumed to be by the market.

But viewed from an ex ante perspective, an ex post rescue seems 
completely unwarranted, and so steps should be taken to avoid 
being confronted with such unpalatable choices. It becomes ur-
gent to take measures to prevent authorities in the future from 
being held hostage by the risk of an unregulated institution de-
faulting, because it cannot be right that fi rms subject to no exter-
nal controls should enjoy access to taxpayer funding.

Leaving aside Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, to which we will 
turn next, the main benefi ciaries of direct or indirect bailouts 
outside the regulated sector have been the large investment banks 
and AIG’s holding company (which was basically an investment 
bank). Because large investment banks have disappeared (Leh-
man, which was liquidated, and Bear Stearns, purchased by J. P. 
Morgan, a bank holding company) or became bank holding com-
panies (Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley), the concern has since 
turned more toward hedge funds, which will be asked to be more 
transparent. After all, the Fed in 1998 already organized a rescue 
plan and reduced its interest rates several times in order to pre-
vent the default of a speculative fund, Long Term Capital Man-
agement (LTCM). The leaders at the G20 London summit (April 
2, 2009) opted to extend oversight to “all systemically important 
fi nancial institutions, instruments and markets,” including sys-
temically important hedge funds.

Although there is nothing wrong with hedge fund transpar-
ency, such measures in my view are unlikely to be effective. First, 
regulatory agencies struggle to regulate existing institutions; en-
larging the scope of regulation will require a very large increase 
in their resources. Second, the state is shooting at a moving tar-
get. Many unregulated fi rms can become hedge funds. It is not 
hard to imagine that the state might be tempted to bail out other 
types of institutions. There is no reason that interconnected non-
banking fi rms would not gain access to the same recapitalization 
schemes and guarantee of medium-term debt as those fi nancial 
institutions that have been bailed out.
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freddie mac and fannie mae

On September 7, 2008, Henry Paulson, then the U.S. secre-
tary of the treasury, announced the rescue of two government-
sponsored enterprises (GSEs), Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, 
whose main activity consisted of buying mortgages on the sec-
ondary market, pooling them, and selling them as mortgage-
backed securities to investors on the open market. Their activities 
were restricted to so-called conforming loans that satisfy certain 
criteria, in particular debt-to-income ratio limits and documen-
tation requirements. The two private institutions insured or guar-
anteed 40 to 50 percent (and in 2007 up to about 80 percent) of 
outstanding mortgage loans in the United States.67 The rescue 
plan placed them under conservatorship and put together a refi -
nancing package.

These two institutions are something of an anomaly. As private-
sector bodies, their profi ts did not fl ow into the public purse. But 
they did enjoy a guarantee from the U.S. government. The gen-
eral perception was that, if they got into diffi culties, they would 
be bailed out by the federal government—which was, in effect, 
what happened. As in the hallowed formula, the profi ts were 
privatized and the losses nationalized. And these GSEs were not 
subject to very rigorous regulation.68 The European Commission 
has, by contrast, used European laws on state aid to prevent 
European governments69 from extending implicit state guaran-
tees and to limit a concoction of measures such as that which 
now threatens to be an additional heavy burden of public debt in 
the United States.

67 According to the IMF’s Global Stability Report (International Monetary 
Fund 2008, chapter 1), the losses of these two institutions amounted to $100–
135 billion. Estimates later in 2008 put the total fi gure at $200 billion.

68 Their regulator was the Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
which lacks expertise in systemic regulation and has an agenda relative to the 
housing market.

69 As with Crédit Foncier, for example.
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Inadequate Internal Controls and Compensation

risk control

The balance sheet of a fi nancial institution is peculiar. First, it 
can be altered very rapidly. In comparison, a manufacturer’s as-
sets (e.g., the tools of the trade of an electrician or automaker) 
change slowly.70 Second, without very strict internal controls, it 
can be affected negatively and substantially by employees who 
do not belong to the team of managers. Individual traders can 
build up extremely dangerous positions (for example, Barings 
Bank and Société Générale). Managers and boards of directors 
have a great deal of trouble identifying the risks to which their 
institution is exposed.71 Internal controls are therefore indispens-
able. Yet managers and prudential supervisors have long realized 
the complexity and diffi culties of internal control. Internal risk 
managers were not very effective in preventing widespread gam-
bling in the years preceding the recent crisis.

Even if risk managers are knowledgeable in their area of over-
sight, they tend to be somewhat cut off from trading fl oors, to 
forestall any suggestion of collusion. Therefore risk managers are 
exposed to informational asymmetries with respect to those who 
seek to involve the institution in deals; the informational asym-
metries are all the greater if they have a reputation for rigor, as 
supervisees are then particularly unwilling to communicate in-
formation.72

Furthermore, compensation packages of risk managers must 
not create confl icts of interest, as when, for example, their bo-
nuses are connected to the institution’s business activity. Thus, 
the Financial Stability Forum (2009) argues that the staff en-
gaged in risk control should not have their compensation linked 
to that of frontline business areas.

70 Important decisions, such as mergers and acquisitions, are in principle ex-
amined carefully by the board of directors. Of course, I realize that large manu-
facturers (say, Airbus or General Electric) are also involved in fi nancial opera-
tions. The point made here is that the balance sheets of fi nancial institutions may 
change particularly quickly.

71 On this last point, the recent case of Citigroup (which in 2007 had 375,000 
employees) is instructive. See the interesting piece by Dash and Creswell (2008).

72 These problems are very well treated in Anon (2008).
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Also, playing the role of the killjoy, risk managers often are 
in a position of opposing the taking of profi table positions so as 
to occasionally avoid very large losses. That is, most of the time 
they will tend to reduce short-run profi tability. It is therefore not 
surprising that, although the power of risk managers becomes 
important in time of crisis, it remains weak during normal peri-
ods, which leads to important risks being taken. There is a strong 
temptation in expansionary periods to allow considerations of 
short-term profi tability to sideline risk managers.

Correspondingly, and assuming that risk managers are incen-
tivized to reduce risk, they are unlikely to succeed in doing so if 
the upper management’s compensation and career concerns make 
it shortsighted. This brings us to the topical issue of managerial 
compensation.

managerial compensation

Managerial compensation has been a clear and natural target 
of criticism. It is now widely acknowledged that bankers’ pay 
packages induced a short-term focus, so management did not rep-
resent the best interests of shareholders. Furthermore, extremely 
high leverage strengthened the incentive of the owners of shares 
and options to gamble at creditors’ expense.73 Executive com-
pensation has long been subject to economists’ and policy mak-
ers’ criticism; see, for example, Bebchuk and Fried (2004) for a 
scathing precrisis analysis. The debate on executive compensa-
tion is particularly important in the area of banking, as regulators 
are meant to protect both depositors and taxpayer money.

The very generous compensation of failed managers has been 
quite shocking, even from a strictly economic (incentives) per-
spective. The stock options and bonuses granted before the col-
lapse rewarded underperformance, not excellence.

The sheer size and the structure of compensation packages in 
the fi nancial sector pose problems. And the many scandals re-
lated to the swift exercise of stock options a few months before 
the accrual of bad news about the institution demonstrate that 
compensation committees have been far more complacent with 
managers than principles of good governance would suggest. But 

73 See Bebchuk and Spamann (forthcoming).
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even if directors sitting on compensation committees are not too 
complacent, they are unlikely to represent the interests of the 
deposit insurance fund and the taxpayers, and therefore are likely 
to approve managerial incentive schemes that induce too much 
risk taking.

further discussion

Compensation is not the entire story. Long after the crisis had 
started, Dick Fuld, Lehman’s CEO,74 took enormous gambles on 
structured fi nance products at a time when no one else wanted to 
hold them anymore. Of course, this strategy would have made 
him fabulously rich had it succeeded. But the desire to be num-
ber one and the “Goldman syndrome” (trying to prove one can 
do as well as Goldman Sachs, the industry’s benchmark) seem to 
have played a big role in his motivation.

Part II: How Should the Financial System Be Reformed?

To avoid a repetition of the fi nancial crisis, we need both to change 
public policies that contributed to the crisis (particularly the mort-
gage crisis) and to institute fi nancial reforms.

Desirable reforms of public policy regarding real estate lending 
include promoting consumer protection and reducing subsidies. 
First, to strengthen consumer protection, governments should at 
the very least make sure that all households, especially poor ones 
that do not have much access to fi nancial information, are fully 
knowledgeable of the hazards associated with different kinds of 
loans.75 Indeed, the U.S. Treasury’s June 2009 proposal includes 
the creation of a consumer fi nancial protection agency.76 Second, 
the reduction or elimination of direct and indirect subsidies of 

74 Who had been chosen as the number one CEO by several specialized maga-
zines in 2006!

75 Shiller (2009, chapter 6) proposes that the U.S. government subsidize uni-
versal fi nancial advice that is fee-only, comprehensive, and independent (i.e., of-
fered by advisors not accepting remuneration from third parties).

76 Clearly, such an agency must protect consumers from all unscrupulous lend-
ers, not just in the traditional banking industry. Indeed, most of the risky subprime 
mortgages originated in the shadow (unregulated) banking system.
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home ownership in the United States would seem to be appropri-
ate. As Shiller (2009) notes, although it is true that home owner-
ship creates a sense of personal investment in the community, the 
cost of recent policies promoting home ownership is incommen-
surate with the benefi ts.

Thoroughgoing reforms of the fi nancial system are also neces-
sary to prevent a repetition of the global crisis. Many of the 
mechanisms that currently prevail in fi nancial markets have to 
be reviewed, either in principle or in application. Confronted 
with the fi nancial tempest that had quickly engulfed the globe, 
the G20 member states came to an agreement at the Washington 
summit of November 15, 2008, on a process intended to pro-
mote better regulation of fi nancial markets. They took fi rst steps 
at the April 2, 2009, London meeting.77 Meanwhile, regional 
initiatives are emerging in parallel.

I turn now to some of the fi nancial reforms that in my view are 
key to avoiding a repeat of the recent episode.

Return to the Basics of Financial Regulation

what is prudential regulation about?

It is important to keep in mind what fi nancial regulation is 
meant to achieve. The primary rationale for regulation is to pro-
tect small depositors, holders of insurance policies, or investors 
in pension funds, or the public insurer of the corresponding as-
sets, from the default of those fi nancial institutions. Where the 
government risks bailing out distressed fi nancial intermediaries, 
then it becomes a matter of protecting taxpayers’ money as well.

The second function of prudential regulation is to contain 
domino effects, that is, systemic risk. This motive may coincide 
with the fi rst, as when supervisors want to avoid a domino effect 
in which the failure of a retail bank would have an impact on 
other retail banks. But as the recent crisis demonstrates, authori-
ties may fi nd themselves involved more generally in the mainte-
nance of the fi nancial system’s integrity. And indeed, they have 

77 I will review some of these measures later. Others, such as the actions against 
tax havens and the strengthening of IMF responsibilities, are important but less 
central to the main theme of this chapter: prudential reforms.
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rescued many large institutions (merchant banks, AIG’s holding 
company) that have no small depositors.

The prevailing regulations for commercial banks derive from 
the Basel Accords of 1988 (Basel I), which require that the fi nan-
cial intermediary have suffi cient capital (an equity buffer). The 
choice of a capital requirement involves a trade-off. On the one 
hand, banks have to be suffi ciently capitalized so that savers or 
taxpayers do not suffer from possible losses. On the other, too 
strict a regulatory framework would prevent fi nancial interme-
diaries from fulfi lling their economic missions: the fi nancing of 
investment in fi rms, especially small and medium enterprises, and 
the provision of liquidity to fi rms and markets.

Basel I requires the bank to make a capital provision (8 per-
cent of risk-weighted assets) commensurate with the riskiness of 
loans, a safe loan (such as holding a Treasury bond) not requiring 
any capital provision. Regulators and fi nancial institutions have 
long been aware of the mechanical nature of capital requirements. 
For example, the formula for capital requirements is purely ad-
ditive; the total capital requirement is just the sum of the capital 
requirements for each loan, regardless of the correlation between 
the different risks (interest-rate risk, exchange-rate risk, credit 
risk, housing-market risk, etc.). Also, in Basel I all loans to cor-
porations carry the same weight (an eight-cent capital require-
ment for a loan of one dollar), the holding of an AAA security 
requiring the same capital as that of a junk bond.

Rules were adjusted after 1988 to refl ect such concerns. Basel II 
(2007), following similar rules for insurance companies, broker-
dealers, and pension funds, allows for the use of the ratings pro-
duced by an agreed list of agencies to adjust capital requirements 
according to the quality of the assets. This new regulatory frame-
work also authorizes large banks to use their own “internal mod-
els” to measure risks and hence the level of capital requirement, 
allowing supervisors to intervene with recapitalization require-
ments or to limit activities when signals turn ominous. Chapter 
3 deals in depth with the issue of the measurement of risk in 
Basel II, and so I will devote only limited space to the matter.

The transition from Basel I to Basel II is illustrative of the clas-
sic dilemma involved in the choice between mechanical rules and 
the granting of a greater freedom to institutions. Basel I set up a 
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mechanical, non-market-oriented measurement of equity require-
ments. These requirements were quite removed from risk funda-
mentals, but they limited the scope for manipulation. Basel II 
gives banks much more fl exibility, allowing for better risk assess-
ment where system and process have integrity; but the new rules 
require more rigorous supervision and substantial trust in the 
integrity of the various players. The bank’s internal models, even 
if endorsed by supervisors, create substantial freedom for less 
scrupulous banks. Similarly, the extensive use of ratings makes 
it necessary that rating agencies not enter into collusion with in-
dustry and that they exercise due diligence in rating fi rms.

The economic theory of collusion offers some commonsense 
rules. Every increase in the fl exibility of evaluation has to be 
matched by a greater distance between evaluators (rating agen-
cies, regulatory supervisors) and the evaluated (banks). Increased 
fl exibility magnifi es the stakes for those who are supervised and 
therefore increases lobbying and the danger of capture. Con-
versely, if one fears for the integrity of supervision and evaluation, 
mechanical rules are called for. Some have, accordingly, suggested 
that the use of ratings be abandoned for regulatory purposes. Al-
though I do not support this position, I concur that rating agen-
cies must demonstrate greater integrity in the way they arrive at 
a credit rating if their ratings are to be used by supervisors.78

the scope of regulation

There have been several calls for broadening the scope of fi -
nancial regulation, covering more and more fi nancial institutions. 
The leaders at the G20 meeting in London moved in this direc-
tion. The June 2009 Obama administration plan would subject 
to regulation all fi nancial fi rms posing systemic risks, labeled 
“tier 1” institutions. Such systemic risk regulation might be per-
formed by the Fed, working with other regulators.79

78 Or more generally by the public sphere. For example the Fed’s TALF (Term 
Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility) accepts as collateral only securities that 
have been rated by at least two NRSROs (nationally recognized statistical rating 
organizations). The Fed’s policy is under review.

79 The Obama administration also proposes to scrutinize the operations of 
bank holding companies such as Citigroup and JPMorgan Chase, insurance con-
glomerates such as AIG, and other fi nancial institutions that are deemed too big 
to fail.
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Making hedge funds and other institutions more transparent 
cannot hurt, but hopes that this will resolve the “too intercon-
nected to fail” problem are in my view unrealistic; furthermore, 
they lose sight of the purpose of supervising fi nancial institutions. 
They are unrealistic for reasons previously stated:

•  First, their regulation will consume scarce regulatory re-
sources, so regulators may end up having even less time for 
the supervision of the traditionally regulated sphere. Given 
that the regulation of institutions in the traditional sphere 
has not been “plain sailing,” the increase in the agencies’ 
workload raises concerns.

•  Second, effective supervision may require shooting at a 
moving target. Consider, for instance, highly leveraged spec-
ulative funds. These hedge funds’80 activities—providing 
hedges, speculating, arbitraging, and so forth—are shared 
by many other corporations, including “nonfi nancial” 
fi rms. An effective regulation of hedge funds may well lead 
other institutions to take on their activities. The proposed 
reforms would subject any institution to regulatory over-
sight if it is threatening enough to fi nancial-system stability. 
But the threat in general depends on a complex set of at-
tributes, of which the size of positions is only one compo-
nent. (For example, capital, risk management, how deriva-
tives are traded, and correlation of balance sheet risk with 
that of other institutions are four other components.) No 
specifi c criterion for putting fi nancial institutions into the 
tier 1 group is yet available.

What has to be regulated, in my view, is the exposure of the 
regulated sphere (defi ned by the representation hypothesis,81 
which is the need to protect small depositors) to the failure of 

80 Hedge funds and private equity fi rms do not seek to sell to the public but 
rather to a clientele of rich individuals and fi nancial institutions. Small depositors 
do not directly interact with these institutions, but they interact indirectly if com-
mercial banks or insurance companies invest in these funds. In 2006, hedge funds 
had $1,400 billion under management, and two-thirds of them were located in 
fi nancial paradises. A useful discussion of the role of hedge funds and related 
regulatory issues can be found in Bank of France (2007).

81 See Dewatripont and Tirole (1994) for a more complete discussion of the 
“representation hypothesis” and why representation works differently in the 
stock market.
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unregulated institutions. Rather than enlarging the scope of reg-
ulation, one could make sure that banks, insurance companies, 
and pension funds do not develop substantial and opaque coun-
terparty exposure to prudentially unregulated institutions.

Hedge funds are obviously risky fi nancial institutions, and there 
have been a number of failures.82 But the consequences of these 
failures are quite varied. LTCM’s losses, which were related to 
its exposure to the 1998 Russian crisis, created an unfortunate 
systemic risk and the Fed had to organize its rescue by the major 
creditors, leading to its orderly liquidation in 2000. By contrast, 
the losses of Amaranth in 2006 in the energy derivatives market 
(which were larger) posed no systemic risk at all.

the “public domain” and the control of systemic risk

Having One’s Cake and Eating It Too. Supervisors, central 
banks, and governments were forced to intervene in fi nancial 
markets through fi scal bailouts, the purchase (or acceptance as 
collateral) of toxic products, or simply through monetary policy, 
so as to rescue failed fi nancial institutions that they did not even 
regulate (investment banks, AIG’s holding company).

The fear of systemic risk has taken center stage in the design of 
public policy because of the opacity of mutual exposures. Regu-
lators have very little information on the exact nature of OTC 
contracts. They also lack information about the quality of par-
ties engaged in OTC trading, since some of these parties are not 
regulated or are regulated by different regulators at home or 
abroad. It is therefore more or less impossible for regulators to 
understand and invert the matrix of mutual exposures in the 
global fi nancial system.

Nonetheless, fi nancial instruments that have gone badly off 
course in recent times can be socially useful if properly employed 
and should not be banned just because they have been abused. 
Indeed, some are vital for the dynamism of the global economy. 
Although securitization and derivatives render the supervision of 
the fi nancial system a more complex task and their abuse must 
be curtailed, these techniques allow for better risk management 
and greater liquidity for fi nancial institutions if they are used 

82 See Bank of France (2007, 50–51).
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properly. Securitization allows “dead capital” to be transformed 
into “live capital” and assists the fi nancing of the economy. It 
also allows issuers to diversify. Derivatives, for their part, pro-
vide economic agents with the possibility of managing their risk 
effi ciently. More generally, fi nance plays a fundamental role in 
developing our economy, and it is more reasonable to develop a 
debate, necessarily technical, on market failure and regulation 
than to reject in its entirety the apparatus of modern fi nance, as 
some do when they propose to ban OTC markets entirely.83

Reforms. Thorough reforms are necessary in order to restore 
transparency and to prevent the emergence of situations in which 
public authorities are held hostage by a risk of contagion—and 
don’t even know whether it is real or imagined. Two reforms fol-
low from this reasoning:

Transparency of mutual exposures or absence thereof. Regula-
tors need to have a clear view of the exposure of regulated 
institutions to the failure of other institutions. As we have 
noted, they have little information about counterparty risk 
for the moment. Even fi nancial institutions have only a very 
partial view of the stability of the fi nancial system (some, 
for example, did not see the problems of AIG and Lehman 
coming).84 Accordingly, there are large benefi ts for the regu-
lator and markets when trades take place through a clearing-
house that acts as a central counterparty in transactions 
(being a buyer to the seller and a seller to the buyer, when 
the two parties have agreed on a contract); this clearing-
house then demands margins from participants and takes 
on the counterparty risk.

  It can be countered that clearinghouses themselves may 
be too big to fail or else will require an unrealistic level of 

83 If it is necessary to respond energetically to regulatory failure and reduce 
both the frequency and scale of crises, one has to abandon the illusion that every 
crisis can be prevented. In the same way that someone who has never missed a 
train must be overly risk averse, an economy without crises would be, without 
a doubt, performing well below its potential. To avoid crises entirely, one would 
have to constrain risk taking and innovation, and live for the short term rather 
than invest for the long term.

84 See, e.g., Tett (2009, 237).
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capital. There are two responses to this argument. First, the 
argument itself goes to the heart of the problem: if enormous 
amounts of capital are required to sustain the trading of de-
rivatives, the parties currently involved in these markets 
impose a substantially underpriced risk on society. Second, 
clearinghouses are easier to monitor and more stable if trades 
take place in liquid markets. Marking to market then allows 
a continuous and reliable adjustment of required margins. 
This brings me to the second point.

Standardization of products. One important activity of fi nance 
is the creation of products suited to the particular needs of 
clients. Nonetheless, capital requirements should be used to 
encourage regulated intermediaries to trade in standardized 
products in exchanges, while unregulated intermediaries are 
left unconstrained in their OTC trading. Regulated institu-
tions could continue trading in bespoke (custom-made) prod-
ucts, but at higher charges unless a well-capitalized central 
clearinghouse takes on the counterparty risk.

  A number of derivative products are linked to macro-
economic shocks (interest rates, exchange rates, stocks, in-
dexes, commodities, large-scale natural catastrophes) or to 
the failure of large fi rms or fi nancial institutions, and are 
therefore either already standardized or easy to standardize.

  The loss of fi ne tailoring arising from standardization is 
in my view a second-order cost by comparison with the gain 
in transparency and concomitant improvement in pruden-
tial oversight (besides, as we noted, more precisely shaped 
products can continue to be traded in OTC markets).85 The 
examples of contracts exchanged on the Chicago Board of 
Trade and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange demonstrate 
that a centralized and securitized system can converge on a 
framework of reference contracts that satisfy the need for in-
 surance of many parties without engendering systemic risk.

  The benefi t of centralizing supply and demand in a cen-
tralized exchange demanding suffi cient collateral from par-
ticipants is  illustrated by the 2006 insolvency of Amaranth, 

85 Serious thought will have to be given to who decides on the selection of 
admissible products (a panel of industry participants and regulators?) and who 
deals with the rewriting of existing contracts.
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a large hedge fund dealing especially in term contracts for 
natural gas on centralized platforms. This failure’s lack of 
impact can be contrasted with the (real) collapse of Lehman 
and the (averted) collapse of AIG, both of which had large 
OTC activities.

  One can anticipate some fi ghting by the industry against 
a forced migration toward standardized products, because 
nonstandard products command much higher fees and in-
volve a higher put on taxpayer money, as unregulated enti-
ties become less likely to be rescued.86

Finally, analogies with other clearing and settlement systems 
may provide some inspiration for regulatory reforms. The prob-
lem of the control of mutual exposures has long been dealt with 
in systems of intraday payments. By analogy, one can for instance 
imagine generalized, multilateral netting for derivative products 
in which one fi nancial institution will accept taking a limited risk 
on the failure of every other fi nancial institution.87 Also, cross-
margining agreements among clearinghouses and multisecurity 
netting should, whenever feasible, allow market participants to 
economize on their scarce collateral.

Reconsidering Prudential Regulation

the cyclical effects of regulation and 
market value accounting

Economic Incentives and Accounting. Traditionally, historic 
cost accounting (HCA) has been applied to the banking port-
folios of institutions, while trading book accounting used market 
prices. The application of international fi nancial reporting stan-
dards (IFRS) has extended fair value accounting88 to part of bank-
ing portfolios.

86 The value of this put does not come at the time of the bailout but rather 
before, as the fi nancial market keeps lending to the distressed institution, giving 
it a chance to recover.

87 The possibility of combining the virtues of the gross (such as Fedwire) and 
the net with bilateral lines of credit (such as CHIPS) is modeled in Rochet and 
Tirole (1996).

88 Fair value (or mark-to-market) accounting generally means accounting that 
uses market prices, whether real or reconstructed, as contrasted with accounting 
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The defects of historical value accounting are well known. The 
value initially given to assets may have over time little relation to 
their real value, creating an important lack of transparency.89 
Certainly, when using historical value accounting, fi rms are sup-
posed to make provisions for assets that they know to be over-
valued by their current accounting value. But the fi rm has a great 
deal of room for maneuver in determining the provisions that it 
really has to make. Institutions subject to HCA routinely retain 
overvalued assets at their historical value on the balance sheet and 
sell those that have gained in value,90 but of course the inverse 
could well be desirable.91

Market value accounting, on the other hand, does have a clear 
economic logic. First, ex post, it allows those monitoring the 
fi rm (board of directors, short-term creditors deciding whether 
or not to renew their loans, banking regulators, and so on) to 
form a clear idea of the losses incurred. They thereby acquire 
information about the performance of the fi rm’s managers and 
also can prevent behaviors harmful to the fi rm. On this latter 
point, it is well known that the managers of fi rms that are in 
distress have strong incentives to take major risks (to the detri-
ment of the fi rm) in a desperate attempt to keep their jobs or to 
restore the value of stock options that have become “out of the 
money.” Managers may also become entangled in a strategy that 

that uses historical values or amortized cost. Fair value accounting does not 
necessitate the existence of liquid and deep markets. For example, American gen-
erally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) distinguish three levels: (1) market 
price, (2) modeled price created on the basis of observable data, and (3) modeled 
price using more subjective data. (International standards have a more complex, 
but similar, taxonomy.) For fi nancial institutions, level 1 represents, on average, 
25 percent of assets in fair value accounting; level 2, 69 percent; and level 3, 6 
percent (International Monetary Fund 2008). For more information on fair value 
accounting and its consequences, see Matherat (2008).

89 Opponents of historical value accounting often point to the cases of Ameri-
can S&Ls in the 1980s and Japanese banks in the 1990s.

90 For an analysis of behavior in gains trading and a comparison of the two 
accounting systems, see, e.g., Dewatripont and Tirole (1994).

91 Partly because managers have shown a greater aptitude for managing the 
assets that have increased in value, and also because selling assets that have de-
creased in value imposes a contraction of the balance sheet where there is a pre-
ponderance of assets overvalued by historical cost accounting.
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turns out to be a bad one, in the hope that things will eventually 
work out and “prove” that they were right.

Market value accounting also provides ex ante incentives to 
make good investments. Knowing that the fi rm will be obliged 
to reduce the size of its balance sheet in case of loss, its managers 
will necessarily pay more attention to the return on assets.

Yet, market value accounting can violate the principle that 
managers should be accountable only for events under their con-
trol, not for those that are outside their control.92 These last events 
include macroeconomic shocks that have not been hedged.

Although market valuation is more reliable than historical 
valuation when markets are well developed, markets may quickly 
switch from liquid to illiquid; bad news may engender adverse 
selection and freeze markets. Furthermore, the macroeconomic 
effects of market value accounting had been underestimated be-
fore the recent fi nancial crisis. Even a small fall in the price of 
assets (for example, housing prices) can snowball: the fi nancial 
intermediaries whose balance sheets are hit must recapitalize so 
as to keep with prudential rules. If they are unsuccessful in rais-
ing new equity from investors, they sell assets, putting downward 
pressure on prices, which in turn leads all fi nancial intermedi-
aries into a downward spiral of undercapitalization and asset 
defeasance.

Faced with criticisms of the effects of market value accounting 
on economic activity, the international agencies for accounting 
standards (FASB, IASB) argue that macroeconomic stabilization 
is no part of the mission of accountancy. This raises the question 
(to which we now turn) of whether the procyclicality of current 
regulation should not be addressed in a different way.

Capital Requirements. The principle of invariance of pru-
dential capital requirements through the cycle is being revisited. 
The Basel Committee announced on November 20, 2008, that it 
will envisage mandating provisioning during phases of expan-
sion. Similarly, the U.S. Treasury’s June 2009 proposal states that 
capital and liquidity requirements would possibly be tied to the 

92 In economic jargon this is called the “suffi cient statistic principle”; it was 
developed by Holmström (1979).
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economic cycle. Earlier, the principle of invariant prudential pol-
icy through the cycle had already been undermined in Spain, 
where the regulator required banks, through “dynamic provi-
sioning,” de facto to exceed the minimum solvency ratio during 
the boom preceding the subprime crisis. Finally, we should note 
that in many countries regulators use “fi lters,”93 which allow 
banks to smooth capital gains and losses over time.94

But countercyclical solvency ratios (that is, higher capital re-
quirements during booms) until recently were taboo. It was (cor-
rectly) argued that a regulator runs the risk of being subjected 
to intense lobbying if it has discretionary powers to adjust the 
solvency ratio.95 There are, however, good theoretical reasons in 
favor of countercyclical capital adequacy requirements:

•  First, a shortage of banking capital goes hand in hand with 
a contraction of credit (a “credit crunch”), increased yield 
spreads between bank loans and risk-free assets, and serious 
economic diffi culties for fi rms with fragile balance sheets, 
such as small and medium enterprises, which are dependent 
on bor rowing from banks.

•  Second, public policy has to assist the fi nancial system dur-
ing periods of liquidity shortage:96 for example, the relax-
ation of constraints on solvency during such periods is one 
way to render such assistance, alongside monetary policy.97

93 Such fi lters are not internationally standardized. For more about fi lters, see 
Matherat (2008).

94 Such smoothing no doubt suffers from the discretionary aspect of the fi lters.
95 Lobbying can in part be mitigated by the independence of the regulator 

from the political process, on the one hand, and by rules that defi ne a recession, 
on the other.

96 The more so for liquidity shocks that have a low probability of occurrence 
(so that it is very costly for the private sector to set funds aside against such 
events).

97 These two arguments are developed in Holmström and Tirole (1997, 1998), 
respectively. The book I wrote with Mathias Dewatripont (Dewatripont and 
Tirole 1994) suggests a reduction in the procyclical character of regulation by 
introducing deposit insurance premiums that are themselves procyclical (that is, 
increase at the top of the cycle). This suggestion would be even more advanta-
geous for a fair value accounting system, for such a system is naturally more 
volatile than one based on historic values.
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The Articulation of Accounting with Capital Requirements.
The principle of fair value accounting has itself been undermined 
by several policy moves, such as a provision of the Paulson Plan 
authorizing regulators to suspend use of market value account-
ing. Similarly, on October 15, 2008, the International Account-
ing Standards Board (with the agreement of European regula-
tors) moved toward the American practices of generally accepted 
accounting principles and accepted the reclassifi cation of some 
assets from trading book to banking book, de facto boosting the 
evaluation of balance sheets. More precisely, the IFRS standards 
distinguish among three classes of assets: (1) “available for trade,” 
recorded at market values both on the profi t and loss account 
and on the balance sheet,98 (2) “available for sale,” recorded at 
market value solely on the balance sheet,99 and (3) “held to ma-
turity,” which are not recorded at market value.100 The Board 
allowed in particular reclassifi cations from (2) to (3).

My current view on this matter is that, in spite of some im-
portant defects, market value accounting is vital to an accurate 
understanding of the state of a fi rm’s balance sheet. Its perverse 
macroeconomic effects can to some extent be limited by setting 
up a countercyclical capital requirement or dynamic provision-
ing for fi nancial intermediaries.

Accountancy is not a simple fi nancial thermometer; it is not 
neutral with respect to economic behavior. Economists will have 
to burrow into the detail of macroprudential monitoring, a 
major challenge for regulation. For example, the economic the-
ory of bubbles suggests that an overvaluation of assets will need 
to be refl ected in capital requirements for two reasons. First, the 
bubble may burst, so it has to be viewed as a highly risky asset. 
Second, it in a sense “bursts at the wrong time.” The collapse 
of a bubble involves a loss of both wealth and liquidity for the 
economy and paves the way to recession. The asset has lost value 

98 Balance sheet accounting has a direct impact on regulatory equity. Profi t 
and loss accounting matters through the information so conveyed, as it affects 
the market’s valuation of the fi rm, or its capacity to borrow.

99 With some exceptions (large drops in share prices can also be registered in 
the profi t and loss account).

100 If an asset in this category is sold before expiry of its term, the whole port-
folio has to be restructured (the “tainting” rule).
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precisely at a time at which cash is badly needed. Such theoreti-
cal considerations101 qualify the use of a technique, fair value 
accounting, that is otherwise justifi ed.

Clearly, the proposal to make capital requirements vary through 
the cycle might hamper the international standardization of cap-
ital requirements. It also would be less attractive in case of a 
symbiotic relationship between the fi nancial sector and its regu-
lators. There is also the problem that economic and banking 
cycles do not necessarily coincide. Economic consideration of 
these issues is therefore called for, determining how it might be 
possible to defi ne countercyclical requirements for equity in a 
way that will not be too open to manipulation.

Finally, economists need to turn their attention to the linkage 
between accounting and the duration of asset holding: Should an 
institution with long-term liabilities (insurance companies, long-
term investors) be affected by changes in market price in the 
same way as institutions with shorter liabilities?

the regulation of liquidity

At present there is no uniform treatment of liquidity regula-
tion, whether through the Basel accords or within, say, Europe. 
The prudential regulation of liquidity can be justifi ed in the same 
way as that of solvency, in terms of (a) the protection of small 
savers (or taxpayers) on the one hand, and (b) the avoidance of 
systemic effects on the other. On this latter point, we should note 
that liquidity is subject to network effects, for two reasons: fi rst, 
banks are mutually exposed in, for instance, interbank markets 
and derivatives markets. A lack of liquidity for one has reper-
cussions for the others. Another factor of such interdependence, 
on the asset side of the balance sheet, is that banks often count 
on the sale of similar assets to satisfy their need for liquidity; but 
if this need for liquidity is brought about by bad macroeconomic 
news, the secondary market will overfl ow with sell orders and 
will see a substantial fall in price (a fi re sale), and so banks will 
not be able to count on the level of desired liquidity.102

101 See Farhi and Tirole (2010) for a theoretical model that validates these 
points.

102 If liquid assets, as they should, carry a low yield and therefore are costly to 
hoard, they presumably will be held for the purpose of future acquisitions only if 
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It is notoriously diffi cult to construct a good measure of the 
liquidity of a fi rm or of a fi nancial intermediary. On the asset side 
of the balance sheet (“market liquidity”), liquidity depends on 
the ability to sell securities (Treasury bonds, certifi cates of de-
posit, shares, bonds, etc.) and other assets (securitization) when 
needed without incurring too great a loss in value. On the liabil-
ity side (“funding liquidity”), liquidity depends on the prospect 
of quickly raising funds under acceptable conditions (short-term 
liabilities in the wholesale market, etc.). Liquidity also depends 
on reputation, which affects the capacity both to dispose of assets 
and to raise new funds.

These diffi culties underlie the frequent use of stress tests not 
only by institutions for internal purposes, but more and more 
by regulators. Stress tests of course are only as good as the data 
that are fed into them.103 Prior to the crisis, simulations of bal-
ance sheet evolution tended to use distributions based on short 
time series that vastly underestimated tail risk. The calculation of 
value at risk (VaR) was done by reference to good years, and 
little macroeconomic diagnosis was performed in anticipation of 
shocks to come. Obviously, regulators, industry, and academic 
economists need to refi ne their models substantially so as to get 
a more accurate picture of liquidity and solvency. The confl uence 
of two economic fi elds—prudential regulation (usually treated 
purely in terms of microeconomics) and macroeconomic policy 
(which has for a long time ignored the phenomenon of imperfect 
fi nancial markets)—requires new thinking.

More generally, developing a better understanding of what 
drives illiquidity at the institution’s and aggregate levels should 
stand high on the agenda of economists and policy makers.

the secondary market price is expected to embody a discount relative to the pri-
mary market price; Allen and Gale (e.g., in their 2005 paper) call this arbitrage 
condition “cash-in-the-market pricing.” Recent research has investigated the 
welfare cost of fi re sales: see in particular Lorenzoni (2008).

103 Bebchuk (2009) is very critical of the stress tests conducted last spring by 
the Obama administration, which have led to a number of banks being allowed 
to repay the capital injected into them by U.S. authorities. In particular, he argues 
that losses on loans maturing after 2010 were ignored. He further argues that the 
banks’ ability to raise new equity capital isn’t proof that the banks that passed 
the stress tests are adequately capitalized, as equity refl ects only the upside poten-
tial, not the downside.
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the regulation of solvency

The calculation of equity requirements will always be evolv-
ing, regulators playing a catch-up game with regulated institu-
tions. Because leverage is key to return on equity, the latter have 
an incentive to minimize their use of capital and thereby to enjoy 
greater freedom. Their taking advantage of the loose capital re-
quirements on liquidity support to off-balance-sheet vehicles is a 
case in point.

Beyond the technical (but highly important!) question of risk 
measurement, there is the question of what the Basel rules are 
seeking to accomplish.104 These rules focus on the risk of default 
on the part of a given bank. This approach raises two questions: 
Is the probability of default the proper object of investigation? 
Also, is it legitimate to focus on each bank in isolation?

Regarding the fi rst question, we can note that the cost of fail-
ure for the depositors, the deposit insurance fund, and the tax-
payers is the product of the probability of failure and the average 
loss in the event of failure; this fact is acknowledged in the con-
cept of “loss given default.” That said, the loss given default is 
highly endogenous; it can be made extremely high, as when the 
bank concentrates the risks in some extreme events of low prob-
ability. This limits of the concept of VaR in stress tests used by 
regulators.105

In answering the second question, we note that a bank’s failure 
does not have the same consequences during a period of crisis as 
it does during an otherwise calm period. First, such a failure has 
a greater chance of having a systemic impact if other banks are 
simultaneously affected by a macroeconomic shock and therefore 
may become undercapitalized; the interconnection among banks, 
either directly through mutual exposures or indirectly through 
the phenomenon of fi re sales, then means that the bank’s fail-
ure may trigger domino effects.106 Also, correlation of positions 

104 See chapter 3.
105 For other criticisms of VaR, see chapter 3.
106 Of course, the exact impact depends on how the authorities react to a 

bank’s failure: whether they bail it out and force some contraction in the size of 
the balance sheet or just let the bank fail, and whether they wipe out wholesale 
creditors.
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across banks puts monetary authorities in a bind. This all sug-
gests that capital requirements should be higher the more the 
bank’s failure is likely to coincide with (or be driven by) macro-
economic shocks and other banks’ failure. Again, this suggests 
complementing the traditional microbased regulation with macro-
prudential regulation.

Other Reforms

compensation

At the G20 meeting in London (April 2, 2009) leaders endorsed 
the Financial Stability Forum’s (2009) recommendations on com-
pensation. More generally, regulatory proposals have been made 
to better align managerial incentives with those of shareholders 
and society.

Policies Limiting Incentive Payments and Requiring the Use 
of Restricted Stock. There is a consensus,107 at least as a matter 
of principle (implementation of this principle is a much more 
complex issue), that longer-term incentives reduce risk taking 
and are more appropriate than standard compensation packages.

In the United States, both the TARP (2008) and stimulus (2009) 
bills require that incentives for “unnecessary and excessive risk 
taking” be removed in institutions that benefi t from TARP funds. 
The stimulus bill limits incentive pay for executives of these banks 
to at most one-third of compensation. Furthermore, these bills 
specify that incentive pay should come in the form of restricted 
stock. France adopted a bonus-malus system,108 in which bank 
managers and employees will not receive the compensation at-
tached to good performance if the performance later degrades; 
such a regulation mandates a suffi cient vesting period for bonus-
es.109 By the same logic, it has been proposed that if the fi nancial 
institution goes bankrupt, the pool of deferred bonuses should 
be transferred to the deposit insurance fund to help recoup some 

107 See, e.g., Bernanke (2009).
108 On August 25, 2009.
109 The vesting period is the period of time before shares are owned uncondi-

tionally by the employee.
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of society’s cost. Such regulations, in my view, go in the right 
direction, even though their implementation is not always straight-
forward.110

As an aside, it is unclear to me why the American bills’ provi-
sions, or any rule that would be deemed more effi cient, should 
apply only to benefi ciaries of TARP funds and not more broadly 
to regulated/depository institutions that benefi t from deposit in-
surance and/or may be bailed out by the government. Put differ-
ently, the oversight of compensation should be forward-looking 
and not single out institutions that use TARP funds.

The focus on restricted stock refl ects the need to provide man-
agers and employees with long-term incentives. For top offi cers, 
it implies that shares cannot be unloaded quickly. More gener-
ally, and as a matter of theory, the Financial Stability Forum 
(2009) correctly notes that the extent to which compensation 
should be deferred depends on the time horizon of the risk, that 
is, on the speed at which information about performance accrues. 
The “day of reckoning” may vary substantially depending on the 
type of activity.

The Financial Stability Forum (2009) further calls for an ad-
justment of compensation to risk.111 This also makes theoretical 
sense. The implementation of this principle, however, is very com-
plex (as we know from the attempts to defi ne risk-adjusted re-
turns for comparing the performance of fund managers) in that 
it requires a good statistical model of the employee’s activity. 
Furthermore, what is risky for an employee may not be risky for 
her institution (think of a hedging operation), and vice versa. 
The implementation of this principle is information intensive.

110 Bonus-malus systems need to keep individual records in some units of ac-
count (profi ts, evaluation by a supervisor), in the same way that funds keep track 
of past performances of their employees in high-water-mark schemes (in which, 
when the value of investments decreases, fund managers must increase the value 
above the previous high in order to receive performance fees again).

111 “Two employees who generate the same short-run profi t but take different 
amounts of risk on behalf of their fi rm should not be treated the same by the 
compensation system. In general, both quantitative measures and human judg-
ment should play a role in determining risk adjustments. Risk adjustments should 
account for all types of risk, including diffi cult-to-measure risks such as liquidity 
risk, reputation risk and cost of capital.”
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Compensation Oversight. “Oversight” can be private and 
public. The recent crisis reignited the old and broader debate on 
“say on pay,” that is, on nonbinding shareholder resolutions on 
managerial compensation schemes as a way to align managerial 
incentives with the interests of shareholders.112

But more to the point for fi nancial regulation reforms, are the 
measures taken to reinforce external supervision of executive 
compensation in regulated segments. Banking supervisors should 
have a say in the structure of compensation to the extent that 
the form of compensation has a strong impact on the risk behav-
ior of regulated entities—which they are meant to monitor (a 
principle emphasized in Financial Stability Forum 2009). Several 
countries have named “pay czars” (Kenneth Feinberg in the 
United States, Michel Camdessus in France) to oversee the com-
pensation of the most highly paid banking executives.

But there are limits to what direct regulation by the state can 
do. First, hubris can play as big a part as fi nancial gains in gen-
erating dysfunctional behavior (French observers need only re-
call the oversized egos of those embroiled in the recent Société 
Générale scandal, in which a trader, Jerome Kerviel, lost €5 bil-
lion, and the Crédit Lyonnais debacle in the early 1990s). Sec-
ond, government regulations can be circumvented, leading to 
signifi cant ineffi ciencies (benefi ts in kind, retirement packages, 
options, a choice of governance favorable to managers, and so 
on). Finally, if their compensation is limited by regulation, the 
best managers and traders might move to hedge funds or other 
unregulated agents or go abroad.

Therefore it seems more constructive to supervise the way the 
regulated private sector revises its compensation packages and 
makes them more oriented to the long run,113 and to require, in 

112 This does not preclude the traditional form of compensation oversight by 
the board, the necessity of which is noted by the Financial Stability Forum (2009). 
See also Bebchuk and Spamann (2009) for a discussion of “say on pay” votes of 
shareholders.

113 The limits of this argument are well known. Long-term remuneration plans 
(stock option plans in particular vary widely) are systematically renegotiated if 
the incentives they create either cease to exist or become perverse with the emer-
gence of bad news.
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conformity with the second “pillar” of Basel II,114 an increase 
in bank capital if these schemes keep creating pressure toward 
short-termism and heightened risk taking.

Monitoring by “compensation czars” will serve a purpose, I 
believe, but even a competent and well-intentioned supervisor 
of compensation practices will have limited knowledge and abil-
ity to counter the institutions’ natural inclination toward short-
termist and risk-friendly incentive schemes. This is why monitor-
ing compensation is at best a complement to the other measures 
regulators need to take to curb such behaviors. For example, I 
would expect measures reducing the use of OTC markets and 
forcing protection to be arranged through standardized products 
traded in exchanges to do more to reduce trader bonuses than 
direct regulation of bonuses.

credit-rating agencies

The crisis once more implicated credit-rating agencies. Such 
agencies play a central role in modern fi nance, notifying both in-
dividuals and regulators of the risks affecting a variety of fi nan-
cial instruments. Banks and other fi nancial intermediaries have a 
great deal to lose from a loss of trust in rating agencies, as this 
would lead to increased capital requirements.

A number of reforms are contemplated. In April 2009, the 
G20 followed up on European impetus to impose constraints on 
credit-rating agencies.115 The U.S. Treasury’s June 2009 proposal 
offers to subject rating agencies to tougher disclosure standards.

114 This second section of the 2004 Basel II accord (supervisory review pro-
cess) authorizes regulators and others to raise equity requirements.

115 “As a rule, all credit rating agencies that would like their credit ratings to 
be used in the EU will need to apply for registration. The applications will be sub-
mitted to the Committee of European Securities Regulators (CESR) and decided 
upon in a consensual manner by the relevant securities regulators grouped in a 
college. The college of regulators will also be involved in the day-to-day supervi-
sion of credit rating agencies. Specifi c, albeit suffi ciently exacting, treatment is 
envisaged and may be extended, on a case-by-case basis, to credit rating agencies 
operating exclusively from non-EU jurisdictions provided that their countries of 
origin have established regulatory and supervisory frameworks as stringent as 
the one now put in place in the EU. Registered credit rating agencies will have to 
comply with rigorous rules to make sure (1) that ratings are not affected by con-
fl icts of interest, (2) that credit rating agencies remain vigilant on the quality of 
the rating methodology and the ratings, and (3) that credit rating agencies act in 
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It is sometimes argued that there is no need to rely on credit-
rating agencies and that it is up to fi nancial institutions them-
selves to make their own judgments.116 This argument has plau-
sibility given the poor performance of credit-rating agencies in 
the subprime crisis,117 and it fi ts with the idea that one should 
always have a wide range of independent views.

This argument has limitations, however.

•  First, it is very expensive to measure risk well when a se-
curity is issued, or subsequently to revise a rating. Indeed, 
competition among the existing credit-rating agencies is 

a transparent manner. The Regulation also includes an effective surveillance re-
gime whereby regulators will supervise credit rating agencies. New rules include 
the following:

Credit rating agencies may not provide advisory services.
They will not be allowed to rate fi nancial instruments if they do not 

have suffi cient quality information to base their ratings on.
They must disclose the models, methodologies and key assumptions 

on which they base their ratings.
They must differentiate the ratings of more complex products by add-

ing a specifi c symbol.
They will be obliged to publish an annual transparency report.
They will have to create an internal function to review the quality of 

their ratings.
They should have at least two independent directors on their boards 

whose remuneration cannot depend on the business performance of 
the rating agency. They will be appointed for a single term of offi ce 
which can be no longer than fi ve years. They can only be dismissed 
in case of professional misconduct. At least one of them should be 
an expert in securitisation and structured fi nance.

The new rules are largely based on the standards set in the International Or-
ganisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) code. The Regulation imposes 
rules which have a legally binding character.” (European Commission press re-
lease, April 23, 2009)

116 For example, “The Committee recommends that investors conduct their 
own due diligence on structured products, with respect to their investment man-
dates, horizons, and risk appetites, and not rely solely on ratings in making their 
investment decisions” (Institute of International Finance 2008, 16).

117 Not to mention the dotcom bubble, the Enron and WorldCom scandals, 
and the sovereign funds crises, where in each instance credit-rating agencies, as 
in the subprime case, very markedly underestimated risks and adjusted their 
ratings only shortly before the collapse, in what were known as “express-train 
downgrades.”
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very limited in part because information provision is a kind 
of “natural monopoly,”118 so it is hard to image that hun-
dreds or thousands of institutions would come to their 
own independent conclusions about the risks attached to a 
huge number of securities. Independent judgment of those 
acquiring securities applies above all to a few large and 
very sophisticated players.

•  Second, there is the issue of regulatory gaming. Ratings are, 
like market value accounting, one way in which regulators 
make sense of the reality of the balance sheet of a bank, an 
insurance company, a broker, or a pension fund. Regulated 
institutions have a strong incentive to overvalue for regu-
latory purposes the securities they hold; relying on their 
“assessment” for the determination of capital (in the spirit 
of internal modeling) creates hazards.

This leads me to the major argument regarding the need for at 
least a minimum of regulation of credit-rating agencies: that over 
time they have become “auxiliary regulators” and as such make 
a considerable amount of money. The capital demanded of regu-
lated institutions (banks, insurance companies, brokers, pension 
funds) is seriously reduced when they hold highly rated securi-
ties.119 The privilege enjoyed by credit-rating agencies should be 
associated with regulatory oversight of their activities. (This ar-
gument does not apply to the activities of credit-rating agencies 
outside the domain of prudential regulation, however.)

Different approaches can be explored to make ratings more 
relevant: increasing competition in the rating market,120 eliminat-
ing confl icts of interest, defi ning best practices, developing mea-
surements of forecasting quality, recording the past performance 

118 “Natural monopoly” means that the collection of information by a single 
entity (or, if there are mistakes, by a couple of entities) is defi nitely cost-effi cient. 
Incentive and market-power considerations, however, may call for more compe-
tition than there is currently among credit-rating agencies. (The lack of competi-
tion is also partly due to regulatory decisions.)

119 Franke and Krahnen (2008) note that, contrary to the theory that banking 
institutions will, for reasons related to incentives, hold tranches of less highly 
rated debt, in fact regulated institutions retain or buy the majority of senior or 
super-senior tranches. The role of credit-rating agencies in determining capital 
requirements is without doubt the cause of this behavior.

120 There were initially three NRSROs in 1975 and only eight in 2008 (source: 
DefaultRisk.com, April 11, 2008).
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of each agency in a central register, and creating an international 
regulatory agency for credit-rating agencies that would, in con-
sort with the prudential regulators, defi ne accredited practices 
for calculating the capital of banks, insurance companies, and 
other regulated fi nancial intermediaries.

To current proposals, I would add the standardization of rat-
ings. Just appending “sf” to a rating of a structured fi nance prod-
uct does not suffi ce.121 A given rating must mean the same thing 
whether the liability involves local government, a fi rm, or a port-
folio of mortgages; however, a collateralized debt obligation 
with a Baa rating had a probability of default eight times greater 
than a corporate bond with the same rating. Similarly, given the 
same rating, local government liabilities have a probability of 
default much lower than those recently generated by structured 
fi nance.122 Rating agencies should be required to standardize 
their assessments so that investors and regulators know what 
kind of risks they are exposing themselves to.

By contrast, other proposals directed to the oversight of rating 
agencies seem less appropriate, or at least in need of much more 
detailed consideration. Some have suggested that the information 
given by issuers to credit-rating agencies should be made public, 
allowing sophisticated investors to reproduce or refute agencies’ 
predictions. Issuers might then hold back more information, in 
the knowledge that information given to rating agencies would be 
diffused more widely in the market.

It has also been suggested that ratings agencies be paid by in-
vestors, not by issuers, in order to reduce confl icts of interest. The 
argument stems from the principle that those who are under scru-
tiny must not bribe the scrutinizers.123 Yet the question is not who 
pays, but rather who decides on the identity of the scrutinizer: 

121 The reform proposals of the Securities and Exchange Commission, the 
International Organization of Securities Commissions, the Financial Stability 
Forum, and the Institute of International Finance suggest that ratings for com-
plex products be given a suffi x, for instance “sf” for structured fi nance. See also 
the European Commission’s April 2009 press release mentioned earlier.

122 One interesting statistic is that of downgrades between July 2007 and June 
2008. According to Bloomberg, agencies reduced the ratings for structured prod-
ucts 145,899 times, compared to 1,445 times for corporate bonds. See, for ex-
ample, Commission Staff (2008) for details about ratings revisions.

123 But see Kovbasyuk (2010), who argues that contingent payments by issuers 
to rating agencies improve welfare provided that the contracts between issuers 
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the fact that a student pays to take an entry-level examination or 
a driving test poses no special problem. Besides, it is not clear 
that returning to the system of “user pays” that prevailed a long 
time ago would be workable; the current system of “issuer pays” 
refl ects the fact that information is a public good; if an investor 
acquires the rating of a security, this rating can be freely made 
available to all other investors, hence depriving the rating agency 
of its source of income.

Making the methods used in the calculation of ratings more 
transparent is also often suggested. Given the weak connection 
between ratings and outcomes in the case of structured products, 
this is a tempting proposition. It seems reasonable to create a 
body defi ning the standards and following up the activities and 
methodologies of credit-rating agencies whenever ratings are used 
for prudential purposes. But thought must also be given to the 
possible perverse effects of this approach. First, real transpar-
ency will reduce the role of subjective factors in the creation of 
ratings. Second, if confi dentiality is not guaranteed and thus in-
tellectual property not protected, rating agencies could be dis-
couraged from developing new evaluative methodologies.

regulation of securitization: 
minimum stake and reputation risk

It has been proposed that securitization be regulated directly 
by obliging issuers to retain a minimum stake of their issues on 
their balance sheets. The economic rationale for such a measure 
is quite plain: moral hazard is reduced by the issuer retaining a 
stake. Partial securitization therefore promotes accountability.

Implementation of this principle is riddled with pitfalls, how-
ever.124 The stake to be retained is far from being uniform and 
depends both on what securities are issued and the way in which 
they are issued. First, some activities are much riskier than others. 
For instance, in public-sector outsourcing, a contractor to whom 
a reliable local body guarantees a stream of future revenues can, 
without presenting much loss of accountability, securitize more 

and rating agencies are public (Kovbasyuk shows that the conclusions are rather 
different if those contracts are not transparent).

124 The same diffi culties apply to the otherwise desirable differentiation of capi-
tal requirements on the buying side of securitized products.
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or less the entire revenue stream. By contrast, holders of debt 
subject to signifi cant moral hazard in monitoring the borrowers 
should retain a major part of such debt on their balance sheets, 
a rule that clearly was infringed in the case of subprime loans.

The quality of the securitization process is also relevant. To 
give a hypothetical example, let us imagine that credit-rating agen-
cies are able (and have an incentive) to perfectly estimate the qual-
ity of a securitized portfolio. To require the issuer to retain a min-
imum percentage of the portfolio on its balance sheet would then 
result in economic losses, since the issuer will already be held fully 
accountable by the impact of his decisions on the market price of 
the securitized portfolio. More generally, the minimum econom-
ically justifi able percentage depends of the quality of the rating 
process, on the reputation of the investment bank carrying out 
the securitization, and on every other factor of reduction of in-
formational asymmetries between issuers and purchasers.

Moreover, the incentive effect arising from the issuer’s retained 
stake holds only so long as the issuer does not cover the corre-
sponding risk through a derivatives operation with a third party. 
This is not a new argument: in like fashion, the incentive prop-
erties of managerial compensation packages (for instance, the 
holding of shares or of stock options) are compromised if the 
managers secretly insure themselves against the related risk (for 
example, by short selling a number of shares equal to the quan-
tity that the remuneration scheme specifi es has to be retained). 
And in fact managers sometimes get caught engaging in this kind 
of fraud. It is likewise obvious that the regulation of securitiza-
tion must require issuers not to cover the risk that they agree to 
retain.

Overall, it is hard to do better than the very mild reform envi-
sioned by the July 22, 2009, Treasury proposal or the European 
decision in the matter—namely, requiring the issuer to retain a 
stake equal to at least 5 percent of the issue—because it is diffi cult 
to know in the abstract how much “skin in the game” issuers 
should keep.125

125 On the idea that one size does not fi t all, see Fender and Mitchell (2009), 
which also shows that the originator is not always best incentivized through the 
holding of the equity tranche: under certain circumstances, having the originator 
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Finally, as we have noted, issuers sometimes perceive an obli-
gation to assume losses of securitized products that they are no 
longer legally obliged to cover, in order to preserve their reputa-
tions.126 Reputation risk is not covered by capital requirements. 
I therefore propose the following policy: a regulated institution, 
having disposed of risk associated with a securitized product, 
should be prevented from providing assistance to the correspond-
ing product or vehicle or else incur a sanction by the regulator. In 
other words, the regulator could be employed as a commitment 
mechanism in the wasteful signaling game between the issuer 
and the market. The alternative, instituting a capital charge for 
reputation risk, seems complex, as there are no good measures of 
reputation risk. This proposal differs from, but is similar in spirit 
to, Basel II–compatible reforms. In particular, the Basel Commit-
tee on Banking Supervision in a consultative document (2009) 
proposed that the risk arising from the potential provision of 
implicit support be considered part of the pillar 2 process (i.e., 
the supervisory review process).127

dissemination of best practices and codes 
of banking conduct

Many international bodies have defi ned codes of good con-
duct.128 Such codes are useful for two reasons. First, they pro-
mote discussion and can play a role in the diffusion of best prac-
tices. Second, they remind managers of particular risks that they 

retain a mezzanine slice can elicit more monitoring than retention of the equity 
tranche.

126 The same may happen with REITs (real estate investment trusts), in-house 
hedge funds, money market funds, or any other entity that is sponsored by the 
institution. The institution may be tempted to support the value of shares even 
when it has no such legal obligation.

127 The Basel II accord defi nes three pillars. The other two are pillar 1 (mini-
mum capital requirements) and pillar 3 (market discipline).

128 For example, the Institute of International Finance (2008) makes a long list 
of recommendations for fi nancial institutions. As an illustration, it recommends 
reaffi rming the responsibility of the CEO in the management of risk, the adop-
tion of an integrated approach to risk and its concentration at the level of the 
fi rm, the verifi cation that stress tests and liquidity measures refl ect a number of 
considerations (such as the risk of not being able to refi nance by selling or secu-
ritizing assets—“pipeline and warehousing risk”), and the adoption of incentive 
compensation (with performance measures adjusted to take account of risk).
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might forget. In some cases, such codes can also change norms 
internal to the fi rm, by for instance reinforcing the prestige of 
some jobs such as that of “chief risk offi cer.”

Nonetheless, the gains that we can expect from such recom-
mendations will always be limited. Agents in the fi nancial sector, 
like all other agents in society, respond to the incentives with 
which they are faced. Recommendations that run counter to their 
private interest amount to pious hopes.129 One needs to take with 
a grain of salt proposals based mainly on the observance of codes 
of good conduct.

Regulatory Infrastructure and International 
Banking Coordination

national infrastructures

The crisis will accelerate thinking about regulatory infrastruc-
ture: on the possibility of regulators taking drastic corrective 
action in advance of a bank’s closure,130 on the coordination 
between authorities in different countries, and also of course on 
domestic regulatory coordination.131

the handling of insolvent transnational groups

The problem of transnational groups is an especially pressing 
one and requires greater coordination of authorities in different 
countries. Regulation (supervision and compliance with capital 
adequacy requirements obey the “home country rule”) and crisis 

129 For example, the recommendation that issuers devote as much attention to 
the selection of credits they intend to securitize as to those they will keep on their 
balance sheet clearly fails to distinguish private from social interest; it is hardly 
surprising that empirical evidence shows that this recommendation is honored 
more in the breach than in the observance.

130 At the date of this writing the Obama administration was working on the 
issue of resolution authority for systemically important players. Resolution prob-
lems are also important in Europe.

131 On this last point, it has often been pointed out that regulation in the 
United States was hampered by overlapping jurisdictions. We mentioned the issue 
of regulatory shopping. Another issue is accountability: for instance, the Fed, 
insurance regulators, and banking regulators all had a say on undercapitalized 
monolines. The June 2009 Treasury proposal includes a number of changes in 
the regulatory structure.
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management (bailouts or the acceptance of an institution’s insol-
vency, repurchase of toxic assets, etc.) are textbook cases of 
“games with externalities.” According to the Basel Accords, each 
country is responsible for supervising banks in terms of their 
consolidated global activities. But it is important to align the in-
centives on individual states with those of the international com-
munity as a whole. Choices made by authorities in one country 
regarding capital requirements or insolvency have an impact on 
investors, counterparties, and deposit insurance funds in other 
countries. Despite all the talk about international cooperation, 
we should expect free riding. The recent example of guarantees 
for all bank deposits132 to attract deposits from foreign banking 
systems is a textbook case of “every man for himself.”

The defense of national self-interest has a particular impact on 
bank bailouts. Through mergers and internal development, Eu-
ropean banks have increased their cross-border activities, and 
this trend will continue. At least since the rescue of the Italian 
Banco Ambrosiano in 1982 (the initial bailout plan not includ-
ing the bank’s subsidiary in Luxembourg), authorities have been 
unhappy about the coordination of bailout plans but have not 
come up with a satisfactory solution. On January 4, 2010, Ice-
land refused to compensate Britain and the Netherlands (whose 
deposit insurance funds had to oblige by the deposit insurance 
promises) for the costs they incurred following the collapse of 
the Icesave bank in 2008. It can also be anticipated that states 
will provide too little support. For example, the incentive for 
Switzerland or the Netherlands to rescue a large bank whose 
business is mostly abroad is likely to be inadequate unless there 
is a larger-scale international negotiation involved. Finally, in 
bank bailout operations, restrictions are sometimes put on the 
sup port given to the bank’s foreign subsidiaries. Likewise, Leh-
man Brothers, protected by Chapter 11 of the U.S. bankruptcy 
law, repatriated the liquidity of its foreign subsidiaries to the 

132 The choice made at the beginning of October 2008 by Ireland, Austria, 
Germany, Denmark, Hungary, Slovakia, and Slovenia to extend insurance to all 
deposits could be viewed as unfair competition for wholesale deposits at a time 
when there was a shortage of liquidity.
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United States.133 American ring-fencing is a good example of 
protectionism at work.

Generally, it is better to agree on a framework for cooperation 
ex ante, “behind the veil of ignorance,” than to seek to do so ex 
post, when governments are mainly concerned with the reaction 
of domestic public opinion.

An Integrated Approach . . . . Let us start with the coordina-
tion of prudential supervision, for example, in the European 
context (a number of points carry over to other or broader con-
texts). A centralization of this kind would facilitate the creation 
of a considerable pool of talent, since it seems unlikely that the 
supervisory agencies of twenty-seven countries would individu-
ally be able to fi eld all the necessary expertise in the face of strong 
competition from the private sector for the best talent. And cen-
tralization mainly would take a European rather than member 
state perspective.134

Locating this European regulator within the ECB would have 
two additional benefi ts. First, it would improve coordination 
between supervision and monetary policy. Second, the indepen-
dence of the ECB would underwrite the independence of regula-
tion (alternatives are available to achieve this).

In contrast with the United States (where the Fed and the Trea-
sury have worked hand in hand in the recent crisis), the absence 
of a European Treasury is a problem. In spite of the recent expe-
rience in the rescues of Fortis and Dexia,135 one should not expect 

133 It is possible, moreover, that the international character of exposures to 
Lehman Brothers played a role in the decision to handle its failure differently 
from that of Bear Stearns.

134 Creating a European supervisor (or, at the world level, a “World Financial 
Organization” or, more modestly, a global supervisory body, as some have pro-
posed) is acceptable only insofar as this supervisor is provided with an incentive 
to anticipate problems, to adopt an economic approach to regulation, and to 
avoid becoming a bureaucracy. It should not be a political arena in which repre-
sentatives of governments are more preoccupied with domestic opinion in their 
countries than with the mission of the organization. For a theoretical discussion 
of the organization of international bodies, see Tirole (2002, chapter 7).

135 Again, there is controversy over whether either of these rescues was con-
ducted under suitable conditions. In the case of Fortis, the seizure of local assets 
of the bank by the Dutch authorities (who had not appreciated that they were 
not the lead regulator for Fortis following the purchase of the Dutch bank ABN 
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things always to be resolved by international negotiation, as each 
country has an incentive to hide information in diffi cult times 
and later to underestimate its responsibility in the problem so as 
to minimize its contribution to the bailout (Freixas 2003).

The idea has at times been advanced of creating a fund at the 
European level to provide a rapid response for insolvent Euro-
pean banks.136 Schoenmaker and Goodhart (2006) consider this 
solution unrealistic and ineffective.137 It is unrealistic because 
those countries with sound banking systems will probably not 
accept implicit transfers to countries whose banks are more frag-
ile or whose regulators are more lax. It is ineffective because it 
mutualizes losses and therefore restricts incentives to adopt a 
policy of strict regulatory supervision.

Even though any form of pan-European fi scalism runs up 
against the question of implicit transfers between states, Good-
hart and Schoenmaker’s reasoning actually offers another argu-
ment in favor of centralized regulation. The latter would dispose 
of an important cause of heterogeneity across states, namely that 
associated with different qualities of regulatory oversight.

Last, whether centralization is accomplished or not, it would 
be desirable to create some uniformity in the resolution mecha-
nism for failing fi nancial institutions. This is by no means an 
easy task, as countries exhibit a wide heterogeneity of legal forms 
(common and Roman law, to take the most obvious source of 
heterogeneity).

. . . Versus a More Decentralized One. In the absence of 
structures created at the European level, it will no doubt be neces-
sary to reconsider the allocation of responsibilities across coun-
tries. Take the case of deposit insurance. At the moment, if a 
bank defaults, its foreign subsidiaries are covered by the insur-
ance system of the host country, that is, the country within which 

Amro by Fortis in 2007) seriously hampered the negotiations. In the case of 
Dexia, shareholders were partially compensated, although they would have re-
ceived nothing in the event of bankruptcy.

136 The centralizing agent could be, for instance, the European Investment 
Bank.

137 Another useful article on the topic of burden sharing is Herring (2006).
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the subsidiary is located.138 Yet, it would seem normal that the 
regulator of a bank take responsibility for the costs of bank-
ruptcy in regard to deposit insurance in other countries. One 
could, for instance, imagine that the state supervising the bank 
within the framework of “home-host” supervision guarantee re-
tail deposits in its foreign subsidiaries.139

toward a new international fi nancial architecture?

In July 1944, representatives of forty-four allied nations met in 
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, to design a new international 
monetary system. There followed the redefi nition of commercial 
and fi nancial rules, the pegging of exchange rates to gold, and 
the creation of two multilateral organizations: the International 
Monetary Fund, at the time intended to assist countries faced 
with disequilibria in their balance of payments; and what is now 
known as the World Bank.

Financial regulation must be international, just as banks have 
become over the last thirty years. The elaboration of new rules by 
international organizations—the Basel Committee for banks, the 
International Association of Insurance Supervisors for insurance 
companies, the International Organization of Securities Commis-
sions for securities markets, and the International Accounting 
Standards Board for accounting standards—has become widely 
accepted. But the creation of supranational regulatory structures 
has become increasingly urgent in a world in which institutions 
and counterparties are truly international. The G20 process il-
lustrates the start of a dialogue. For example, fi nancial havens 
and tax competition are no longer taboo topics. Let us hope that, 
past the downturn and with waning public attention to fi nancial 
issues, the political resolve will remain strong enough to bring 
about the reforms and build the institutions that will be required 
to avoid a repetition of this major failure.

138 For foreign branches of a bank—a more unusual corporate structure—by 
contrast, the deposit insurance system of the home country in which the com-
pany is registered in principle compensates the host country depositors.

139 In Europe the minimum deposit insurance is €30,000, but the actual level 
varies greatly from country to country (in France it is €70,000). Australia and 
New Zealand had no deposit insurance before the crisis, but this is now under 
review.
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